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Fre-f ace
When the procedures for the input of soil profiles descriptions
into a computer system started a standarised method for aata
collection had to be developed^
The input format of the Canada Soil Information System (CanSiS)
was used as an example for the preparation of a derailed Zambian
Soil Prcrfile Description Input Document, because this CanSIS
multiple choisB form has proved to be suitable for fieldwork on
account of ease of use, legibility and low frequency of error,
regardless of the surveyor.
All variables and categories, which should be included on
Zambian
input
form were determined by the Committee
Classification and Standarization (COCS).

the
for

This manual is meant to be used with the profile description
input document. All variables and categories mentioned on the
input document are being defined in the manual to make sure that
values and cadtss ran be applied uniformly. As much as possible
international standards were applied.
The input form and manual are
a first approach to come to a
standarized method of data collection and will undergo a one year
trial period after which necessary adjustments will be made on
the form and in the manual.
It is therefore of utmost importance that errors, critical
remarks, suggestions for improvements etc. are being reported to
the Soil Survey Unit and we kindly ask everybody's cooperation.
The members of the CQCS and all those who have worked on the
preparation of this manual are listed below:
S. Lubinda (Soil Surveyor)
R. liagai (Senior Soil Surveyor)
F. Shalwiindi (Biologisf»
O.C. Spaargaren (Soil Correlator)
J.Cr Tijmons (Soil Information System Officer) - Editor
W.J. Veldkamp (Landevaluator)
T.T. Wen (Soil Surveyor)
P. Woode (Soil Surveyor - Training)
Copies of this manual can be obtained and remarks can be send to
the Soil Survey Unit, Mt. Makulu Central Research Station,
Private Bag 7, Chilanga, ZAMBIA.
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INTRODUCTION
A systematic collection of soils data is a prerequisite for a
sound interpretation of soil resource inventories. Part of such a
collection are
the profile descriptions as illustrations of the
polypedons we map. Besides systematics uniformity is another
important characteristic of a good data collection. It allows for
comparison, matching and grouping.
This manual provides guidelines and standards for the description
of most soil properties and related environmental data necessary
for a complete systematic description. Inevitably precisely
defined standard terms have to be used if different survevors are
to record their observations consistently.
Under no circumstances should one arbitrarily change any of the
established variables or definitions of such variables.
A choise was made to adapt the Canada Soil Information System
(CanSIS)
to
Zambian
requirements.
As
much as possible
internationally accepted definitions, naming and coding has been
used. Consequently the manual accompaqnying the soil profile
description input sheet should always be carried in the field and
consulted when a description is made. This to avoid the soil
profile description to become a routine matter and the surveyor
to rely on his or hers memory.
Sampl i n_g.
After a profile has been described samples are
taken of each
horizon. A sample of about 2 kg is usually sufficient. The
samples should be taken from a fresh face, starting with the
bottom horizon and then working upwards. This way contamination
is avoided. If a horizon ej.ceeds 50 cm. thickness it should be
split for subsampling.
When sampling one should always bear the purpose in mind. In case
of very gravelly layers the sample should be larger than normal,
otnerwise there is a chance that too little fine earth material
is available for the laboratory analyses. Similarly, if the clay
fraction of a sandy soil or the sand fraction of a clayey soil is
to be studied, the samples should be larger as well.
Samples should be representative for the horizon and the sequence
of horizons should be representative for the map unit. However,
areas with high biological
activity should be avoided. Care
should be taken in special cases, for instance with gravelly
layers, not to sample selectively.
Each sample has to be tagged with two labels, one inside the bag
and one on the outside. The label should show the profile
identification number, the horizon designation and depth, and
date of sampling.
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HEADER INFORMATION.
and all data
The header is a key by which all soil si
collected at these sites are uniquely identified, It appears at
the top of the first page of each input document.
HEADER KEY.
The header key fills the first IX columns of each card. All data
items in the header must be entered before input into the
computer
<except for Zambian Soil Name Code in those instances
where it is unknown or not applicable).
lA

Province/District

A two digit code taken from the following table identifies the
province and district in which the site is located.
Northern Province

Luapula Province

North-Western Province

Copperbelt Province

Central Province

Lusaka Province

Mbala
Npulungu
Luwingu
Mporokoso
Isoka
Chinsali
Kasama
Mpika
Kaputa
Nchelenge
Nwense
Samfya
Mansa
Kawambwa
Mwinilunga
Kabompo
Zambezi
Kasempa
Solwezi
Chi 2el a
Chililabombwe
Chingola
Mufulira
Kitwe
Ndola
Luanshya
Shimukunami (ISN)
Mkushi
Serenje
Kabwe
Mumbwa
Lusaka Rural
Lusaka
Luangwa

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
25
30
31
32
33
34
35
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
50
51
52
53
60
61
62
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Kaf ue
Chama
Lundazi
Chipata
Katete
Petauke
Lukulu
Kalabo
Monqu
Senanga
Sesheke
Kaoma
Kalomo
Choma
Namwala
Gwembe
hazabuka

Eastern Province

Western Province

Southern Province

63
70
71
72
73
74
80
81
82
83
84
85
90
91
92
93
94

IB Year.
A two-diqit numerical code represents the year in which the site
was sampled! -for example 1984 is coded 84.
10. Survey. Unit..
A one character code taken from the following table identifies
the survey unit responsible for the data recorded at the sampling
site:
Provincial Soil Survey
National Soil Survey
University
Consultant
Training
Other
ID

1
2
3

Provincial Site Identification Number,

Each site must have a number that identifies it uniquely,
distinguishing it from all other sites in Zambia. This uniqueness
is accomplished by the computer by combining the Provincial Site
Identification Number with the province/district of sampling,
year of sampling and the
survey
unit.
Provincial
Site
Identification Numbers are to be assigned only by the Senior Soil
Surveyor and/or the Soil Correlator. The convention used is to
assign the numeral 1 to the first profile submitted in a given
year, and thereafter to increment by one until the final profile
for that year is submitted. The next year the numbering scheme
reverts to 1 and carries on as far as is needed. Three spaces are
allotted for the Provincial Site Identification Number. These are
right justified with leading columns left blank.
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IE

Zambi an Soil Name Code.

A three-character
code taken -from the Zambi an Soil Series Code
(see -followina list) together with the provincial/district
code
identifies the soil -found at the samplinq site. This code agrees
with most mapping unit codes. Example: Topsoi1-texture code (f) +
soil series code (Ko) -for Konkola clay - fKo.
List of soil series and their abbreviations.
(Soil Classifi cation, first approximation, Veldkamp, 19
Banqweulu
Black dambo
Buleya
Bui 02i

Bg
Bd
By
Bz

Chafukuma
Chakunkula
Chalimbana
Chama
Chambeshi
Chansonqe
Chernozem
Cheta
Chibesakunde
Chibwka
Chifwesa
Chikumba
Chilanqa
Chi 1imboyi
Chilonqoshi
Chimbwi
Chimsimbe
Chinsali
Chipangai i
Choma

Cf
Cn
CI
Cm
Cb
Cs
Cz
Ct
Cu
Ch
Cw
Ck

Dambo

Db

Ibolelo
If isa
Inqwe
Ipaf u

lb
If
Iw
Ip

Jimoli
Jivundu

Jm
Jv

Kabuyu
Kabwe
Kado
Kafue
Kafulafuta
Kahare

Ka
Kd
Ku
Kf
Kh

Cq

Cy
Cx
Ci
Ce
Ca
Cp
Co

Ky

Kalabo
Kalenqwa
Kande
Kanyama
Kaoma
Rasakula
Kasanshila
Kasempa
Kashinka
Kataba
Kateshi
Katito
Kawama
Kawaotbwa
Kawimbe
Kembe
Konkola
KOMa
Krisifoe
Kunqu

Kb
Kg
Kn
Kj

Km
KB

Kl
Kp
Kk
Kt
Kx
Ki
Kw
Kq
Kz
Ke

Ko
Kv
Kr
Kc

Laterite
Liamundi
Liteta
Litonqa-dry
Litonqa-wet
Lochinvar
Luampa
Luanqwa
Luano
Lubwa
Lubu
Lukulu
Lunsumfwa
L,utal i

Le
Lm
Lt
Ld
Lw
Li
Lp
Lq
Lo
La
Lb
Lk
Lf
LI

Makeni
Makwi
Malashi
Masumba
Mayondo
Mazabuka

Mk
Ma
Ml
MB

My
Mz
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Mbereshi
Meheba
Mikiata
Mi lima
Misamfu
Mkushi
Monqu
Mponqwe
Mu-f ui ira
Mulobol o
Mulonga
Munkonqe
Munkumpu
Mushemi
Mutwale
Mwami
Mwembeshi

Mb
Mh
Mi
Mm
M-f

Nachilanqa
Nakambala
Nacnpande
Nanqa
Nanqweehi
Ndakale
Ninqe

Ne
Nk
Nm
Nq
Nw
Nd
Ni

MK

Mo
Mp
Mr
Mq
Mu
Mq
Mn
Me
Mt
Mw
Mc

Topsoil (0-25 cm> textural 'codes
Sand
a
X
Loamy sand
Sandy loam
b
Sandy clay loam
c
Clay loam
d
Sandy clay
e

Njose
Nkatonqo
Nkolemfumu
Nkula
Nyenya
Non do
Nse-fu

Nj
Nt
N-f
Na
Ny
No
Ns

Sefeli
Samahima
Samfya
Sasare
Sesheke
Siatwfnda
Sikelende
Simanqo
Sihanjo
Shilende

Se
Sm
Sf
Sa
Sh
Si
Sk
Sq
Sj
SI

Tubalenqe

Tb
Wt

Watopa
Zambezi

Zb

Clay
Crackinq clay
Silty clay
Silty clay loam
Silty loam
Loam

•f

q
i
J
k
1

2. SURVEYOR CODE.
The surveyor code is added to enable each surveyor (or team o-f
surveyors) to keep his/her own profile number record. The header
key can be linked with the surveyor code. All data items must be
entered (except surveyor initials II, when not applicable).

2A

Province/District.

This code is the same as the provincial/district code -for the
header key (s^-'e lA) .
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2B

Year

A two-diqit numerical code represents the year in which the site
was sampled (see header key - IB).
2C

Profile. Number.

Each site described by the surveyor<s) will be numbered. The
convention used is to assion the numeral 1 to the first pro-file
submitted in a aiven year and thereafter to increment by one,
until the final profile for that year is submitted. The neKt year
the numberinq scheme reverts to 1 and carries on for as many
numbers as Are needed.
2D

Surveyor Initials.

The surveyor can use up to four characters to enter his initials.
If less than four initials ara
used, left justifv and the
trailing columns sre left blank.
2D1 Initials surveyor I
2D2 Initials Surveyor II
3. IDENTIFICATION.
Identification data are
codes where required.
3A

recof-ded

as fixed field entries, using

Date..

A four digit numerical code represents the month and the day on
which the profile was sampled: for example June 10th is coded
0610.
3B

Report

3B1 Type of report.
A one-character code taken from the followinq table, identifies
the type of report:
A
B
C
D
E

-

soi1 survey report
soil bulletin
miscellaneous report
external report
no report

3B2 Report number

J
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The number of the report from which the pedon description is
obtained, or in which the pro-file will be reported (i-f known) is
recorded in numerals. I-f the description does not come from a
report, leave blank.
3jC

PLirppse of sampling.

Codes for sampling purposes
Exploratory survey
Reconnaissance survey
Semir-detai led survey
Detailed survey
-

3D

ar as follows:
&re
1
Research
2
Student project
3
Benchmark site
4
Single site
inspection

-

5
6
7

-

8

Pedon Status

The pedon status indicates the relationship of the profile to the
current concept of soil series. If the pedon is within the
accepted range, 1 is coded; if the pedon varies from the accepted
range only slightly a variant (2) or a taxadjunct (3) may be
coded.
Status:
Typical
Variant

TaxadJunet
Undecided

1

3
4

Definitions! Pedon status
Typical
Variant

Taxadjunct

4

the pedon described is representative of the
central concept of the soil series in
question
a pedon whose properties are believed to be
sufficiently different from other known
pedons to justify a new series name, but which
occupies such a limited geographic areata
that the creation of a new series is not
justified.
a pedon that has properties outside the
ranqe of a recognized series, but which
differs in so few properties or to such
minor degree, that it can be considered
as part of a recognised series for the
purpose of the soil legend and for most
interpretations

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

Data on geographic location are recorded as fixed field entries.
All locations should be coded as accurately as possible.

T
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4A1 Elevation o-f site.
The elevation o-f the site above mean sea level is qiven in
metres. The elevation is right justified with leading columns
left blank.
4A2 Measurements.
A one-digit numerical
measured!

code identifies the way the elevation is

via contour-lines on the map
via altimeter measurements
via estimations
4B

- 1
- 2
- 3

Point Location

For point location, columns have been allocated to accomodate the
Universal Transverse Mercator <UTM> grid reference. The UTM grid
covers all of Zambia at 1:250,000 and many areas at 1850,000. UTM
grid resolution should be to the nearest 100 m. and in the future
to the nearest 1 m. Two letters identify the 100,000 square. Five
figures identify the easting reading to the nearest Im. (left
justified). Five figures identify the northing reading to the
nearest 1 m. (left justified).
Example:
5

G B/1 8 1 0 0/0 2 3 0 0

AGRQ-ECQLOGICAL ZONE

Four spaces are
reserved for the agro-ecological code, two for
numbers and two for characters - example: 26NE, 2 0 — or 24C-.
The codes can be found on the agro-ecological map (fig.l).

6

CLIMATE

6A1 Meteorological Stations
A 3-digit numerical code is provided for the nearest major
meteorological stations - see following list:
403 Kawambwa
581 Chipata
413 Mbala
583 Lundazi
441 Mwinilunqd
585 Luangwa
561 Mansa
633 Mongu
469 Samfya
641 Kaoma
475 Kasama
655 Mumbwa
476 Misamfu
659 Kafue Polder
477 Mpika
662 Kabwe Agri.
481 Iscka
663 Kabwe
531 Zambezi
665 Lusaka Int. Airport

T
9
541
543
551
561
563
571
580

Kasempa
Kabompo
SolwBZi
Ndola
Kafironda
Serenje
Msekera

667
673
731
741
743
751
753

Mt. Makulu
Petauke
Senanqa
Sesheke
Livingstone
Magoye
Choma

6A2 Relevance of station's data
-

to soil

1
2
3
4

Very good
Good
Moderate
Poor

DEFINITIONS
Verv

qood

-

site of the station is ide leal to the soil site;
macro, intermediate, and macro levels of climatic
interpretations can be made.

Good

site of the station is not identical to the soil
site, but sufficiently similar to allow for macro
and intermediate levels of climatic interpretations.

Moderate

site of the station is not identical to the soil
site, but sufficiently similar to allow for macro
climatic interpretations.

Poor

site of the station resembles the soil site so
little that any climatic interpretation would be
suspect. However, there is not a better station.

7

SPECIAL NOTES

Space is provided for recording information not accommodated in
any other part of the coding packet. This information is entered
in free format. All notes should be printed clearly, using
uppercase letters and one letter per space, with appropriate
punctuation and spacing. Discretion should be employed in using
this space.

8

SITE DESCRIPTION

The variables in site description are arranged either as self
defining entries whereby the best choise is circled - for example
AAll (Miombo Woodland) -, or as value coded entries whereby

10
correct values are entered in the allotted space - -for example 07
1 2. All value-coded entries with numerical values are right
justified with leadinq spaces left blank. Note that fractional
parts of decimal values should be recorded only in shaded
squares, and that the shaded squares must be filled with a value
or a zero.
SA

Veqetation

The main veqetation
grasslands.
Forests

-

Woodlands

-

Grasslands

-

of Zambia comprises forests, woodlands and

in structure forests are 2 to 3 storeyed. Tree
heiqht for different forest types ranqes from 6
to 12, 9 to 18 and 21 to 27 meters. In forests
the canopy is closed and the lower storeys
are
characterized by dense thickets. The qrass cover
is discontinuous.
woodlands have 1 to 3 storeys. Woodlands with a
dense tree cover have a more or less closed
canopy while the grass cover is sparse due to
insufficient
sunlight.
Open
and
parklike
woodlands have an unclosed canopy while the
qrass cover is dense. Canopy height ranqes for
different woodland types from 6 to 12, 6 to
18, 15 to 21, 18 to 24 and 21 to 27 meters.
grasslands in Zambia are associated with areas
of
poor
drainage
dambos,
swamps and
floodplains (flats).

8A1 Veqetation Types
The main vegetation type of the area
obtained is identified here:
Cryptosepalum Forest
Baikiaea Dry Deciduous Forest
Itiqi Dry Deciduous Forest
Marquesia Dry Everqreen Forest
Montane Forest (Nyika)
Pari nari Dry Everqreen Forest
Riparian Forest
Swamp Forest
Kalahari Sand Chipya
Lake Basin Chipya
Miombo Woodland
liopane Woodland
Munga Woodland
Grassland - Dambo
Grassland - Floodplains/Flats
Grasslands - Swamps
Other - Agriculture
Termitaria

from which

the

profile

is

•
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DESCRIPTION OF EACH PHYSIOBNOMIC TYPE
Cryptosepalum Forest
This is a three storeyed, dry evergreen forest. It occurs on
Kalahari sands in Kaoma, Monqu, Kabompo, Mwinilunqa and Zambesi
Districts. The canopy dominants in this veqetation type are
Cryptosepal_yni pseudotaxus and Buibonrtia coleosperma. The two
tree
species
are
associated
with
harquesia acuminata,
Marqu_esia mac r our a. Pari n a n excel sa and Syzyqium quineense ssp
afromontanum in the higher rain-fall area
of Mwinilunga. Canopy
trees ranqe in height -from 25 - 27 metres.
The understorey is characterized by Baphia massaiensis ssp
oboyata, Chrysophyl 1 um maqal ismontanum, Dyospyres sp_j_ and Olea
c apen sis..
Baijkiaea Dry Deciauous Forest
This IS a two storeyed -forest with an open or closed, usually
deciduous canopy 9 to 18 metres high. Frequent trees are Baiki,aea
plurijuqa, and Ptergcarpus antunesi i.
There is no true understorey in this veqetation type, however,
other characteristic trees found in the Baikiaea Dry Deciduous
Forest are Boscia albitrunjca, Cominiphora angolensis, Croton
gratiss_ijm.is_, Lonqocarpus nelsi i , Strychnos innocua and Scrychnos
potatorum.
Baikiaea Forest is restricted to Kalahari sands. It occurs in
Western Province in Senanga and Sesheke districts and also in
Kalomo district. Southern Province.
Itigi Dry. deciduous Forest
The Itigi Forest thrives on shallow soils underlain by stones or
gravel. It is found between Lake Tanganyika and Lake Mweru
Wantipa in Northern Province. The Itigi Forest is a dry deciduous
forest. Characteristic canopy trees are Bap]ii_a massaiensis ssp.
floribunda, Boscia anqustifolia. Burtia prunioides. Bussea
massaiensis^ Diospyros mweroensis^ and
Euphorbia inqens, a
succulent cactus-like tree. The canopy trees ranqe in height from
6 to 12 metres.
The underwood consists of evergreen core and deciduous thicket
surround. The evergreen cores are found on low mounds and
are
composed of Boscia mossambicensis, Tec:le_a, fischeri and Strychnos
matopensis. The deciduous thickets are characterized by Baphia
capparidif ol ia, Cgmbretum mweroense. Ijeiostemon tetrandrum,
Croton pglytrichtis and Pseudopr-oposi s f ischeri.
Marquesia Dry Everqreen Forest
Parts of Kawambwa district in Luapula Province and Luwingu and
Kasama districts in Northern Province are
covered by Marquesi_a
Forest. This is a three storeyed, dry everqreen forest in which
the canopy dominants are Anisophyllea pomifera^ Marquesia acumi-
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nata. Marquesia macroura^ Podocarpus mi lan jianus, and Syzy.qium
ciWiQ.eense spp. afromontanum. The canopy layer is 25 - 27 metres
hiqh.
The understorey trees include Aidia micrantna, Combretum. celastroides. MemecY.lon buchan.aniijL 01 ea capensis and Sorindeia rhodes.ica.^
Montane For est < Ny i k a)
The Area on the Nyika plateau which is between 2,150 and 2,164
metres above sea level, the ravines of the hiqher hills on the
eastern border and the escarpment area in the Mbala district at
altidudes of about 1,840 metres are mantled by Montane Forest.
The Montane Forest has three storeys with a closed everqreen
canopy at 27 metres hiqh. The abundant canopy trees are Aninqer.i_a
spp_. , Cola gjieenwayj. Myrica sal icif ol ia, Nuxia spp. , Ql inia usambarensis. Parinari excelsa. Podocarpus mi Ianjianus. Rapanea melanqphloea and Trichi1ia prieuriana.
The understorey is characterized by Diospyros whyteana, Garcinia
""l-aniiensiSj, and Ochna holsti i .
Pari_nar.i. Dry Everqreen Forest
Parinari Dry Everqreen Forest is found in Central Province near
Serenje Township and on the Copperbelt. The canopy dominants in
this veqetation type are Parinari excelsa and Syzyqium quineense
spp. afromontanum.
The frequent understorey trees include Aidia micrantha, Canthium
burtii, Cassipourea conqensis. Chrysophy11um maqalismontanum. 01ea
capensis, Tabernaemontana anqolensis and Teclea nobilis.
Riparian Forest
Throuqhout Zambia Riparian Forests are beinq found. A Riparian
forest is a three storeyed veqetation type with a closed
everqreen canopy layer. These forests occur on qorqe sides,
around lakes and alonq rivers. The characteristic canopy tree
species found in Riparian forests are Diospyros. mespi 1 iformis,
Khaya nyasica. Parinari excelsa. and Syzyqium cordatum.
Associated trees are Adina microcephala, Bridelia micrantha.
CIeistanthus mi 1leri. Faurea saliqna, Hemallum africanum, Ilex
mitiSjL Mani Ikara obovata and Raphia f arinif era.
Canopy trees qrow up to 21 metres hiqh. The understorey is
discontinuous. Some species found in the understorey are Chrysophy H u m maqalismontanum, Clausena anisata. Diospyros lucioides.
Garcinia smeathmani i, Gardenia imperial is. Phoenix reelinata and
Rhus quartinlana.
Swamp. Fgres.t
A Swamp Forest is three storeyed with a closed everqreen canopy.
It is characterized by Ilex mitis, Mitraqyna stipulaba, Syzyqium
cordatuflOLi. Syzyqium owariense. Xylopia aethiopica and Xylopia
rubescens. The canopy is around 27 metres hiqh.

r
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The discontinuous understorev is characterized bv Aporrhiza nitida, Garcinia smeathmanii. Gardenia imperial is and Phoenix reclinata palms.
The ground -floor is bare or covered with semi-succulent herbs
such as Afromomum anqusti-fo_lium, Costus sarmentosus or Renealnia
enqleri.
Most swamp -forest occurs in the high-rain-fall areas with outlier»
in the medium rain-fall belt. In the hiqh rain-fall belt the swamp
-forest occurs from liwinilunqa, Kabompo, Zambezi in the north-west
o-f the country to Mbala and Isoka in the north-east and Mpika to
the South o-f Northern Province. In the medium rain-fall belt swamp
•forest occurs in Central Province in Serenje, Mkushi and Kabwe
districts. Swamp -forest vegetation is con-fined to zones of
seepage occupied by peaty soils around stream heads and to the
alluvial sites alongside the upper reaches of streams and the
estuaries of rivers emptying into lakes.
Kalahari Sand Chipya
This is a evergreen vegetation type. Characteristic canopy trees
are Acacia qoetzei, Burkea africana, Combretum col1inum. Dialium
enqleranum, Erythrqphleum africanum, Guibourtia coleosperma,
Markhamia obtusifolia. Peltophorum africanum j. Pterocarpus angolensis, Strychnos potatorum and Terminalia sericea.
Small trees and shrubs which occur in Kalahari Sand Chipya
vegetation include Hymenocardia acidaj^ Combretum celastroidesj,.
Paropsia. brazz.eana,, Popowia oboyata^ Diplorynchus condylocarpon and
Premna senensis.
Lake Basin Chipya
Lake Basin Chipya type of vegetation occurs on the Copperbelt,
Central, Luapula and Northern Provinces e.g. Mkushi and Serenje
districts, the areas around Lake Mweru and Lake Bangweulu and
some valleys within Luapula Province.
This vegetation type is three storeyedIt is composed of
deciduous and evergreen trees. Characteristic trees are A.caci_a
albida, Pericopsis angolensis, Afzelia guanzensis. Albizia antunesiana
Burkea africana, Combretum collinum. Ervthrophleum africanum, Ficus
sycomorus. Parinari curatel1 ifolia. Pterocarpus angolensis. Sclerocarya caffra and Terminalia sericea.
The canopy height ranges from 21 to 27 metres. The understorey
mainly is composed of Diplorhynchus condyl ocarpon. 01 df iel dia.
dactylophylla, Combretum eel ast roi des, Com.bretum qhasalense,.
Markhamia obtusifolia. Oxvtenanthera abyssinica. Pilostigma thonningii. Pseudolachnosty1is maprounefolia. and Syzygium guineense
ssp. macrpcarpum...
Mlombo Woodland
The Miombo woodland is a two storeyed vegetation type with an
open or lightly closed canopy of semi-evergreen trees 15 to 21
metres high. The characteristic canopy trees are species of
Brachysteqia, Isoberlinia. Julbernardia and
Marquesia macroura
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with Pericopsis anqplensi_s_i. Anisophyl lea pomi-f era. Erythrophleum
a-fricanum and Parinar_i_ curatel 1 if ol ia as -frequent associates.
The Miombo understorey veq«?tation include Albizia antunesia. Dalberqia nitidulai Brachysteqia stipulata^ Anisophyllea boehmii,
Dxplarynchus condy1ocarpon, Diospyrps batocana, Ochna schwein•f ur_tjhiana_,. Pseudolachnostyl is maprounef Q1 ia, Ochthocosmus lemaireanus. Rpthmani.a enqlerana. Syayqium qumeense spp. macrocarpum.
Strychnos spp., Kapaca spp.
The Miombo veqetation qenerally is associated with areas occupied
by soils which are poor in nutrients and sometimes shallow. The
plateaux, escarpment zones and other hilly ranqes are mantled by
Miombo woodland.
Mopana Woodland
Mopane woodland is found in the valleys of the Luano, Luanqwa,
Kafue as far north as Mofu in the Kafue National Park, Zambezi
west to Katima and the Mashi to the north of the Sesheke Senanqa border. The Mopane woodland is an one storeyed veqetation
type with an open deciduous canopy. The canopy layer in Mopane
woodland is 6 to 18 metres hiqh. It is dominated by Colophospermum
mopane. This tree thrives well on sodium affected clay soils.
It is a valuable browse species for both cattle and qame.
Elephants like it.
Munqa Woodland
Munqa woodland is an open, park-like, 1 to 2 storeyed deciduous
veqetation type with emerqent trees up to 18 metres hiqh. Munqa
woodland is characterised particularly by species of Acacia, Combretum, and Terminalia. The other characteristic trees
are
Adansonia diqi tata, Af.zel i a guanzensis,i_ Albizia spp., Amblyqonocarpus andonqensis, Borassus aethiopum, Dalberqia boehmi i, Erythrophleum africanum, Ficus spp. , Hyphaene ventricosa. Kigelia.
af ricana. Kirkea acuminata, Lannea stuhlmanii , Lone hoc ar pus capass.aj,.
Xeroderris stuhlmanii, Pari nari curatel1 ifolia. Peltephorurn africanum
Pericopsis angolensis. Pilostiqma thonninqi ii Pseudolachnostylis
maprounefolia. Pterocarpus spp., Sclerocarya caffra, Strychnos
potatorum, Tamarindus indica and Triplochiton zambesiacus.
The underwood trees are species of Acacia, Albizia, Combretum,
Antidssma, Bauhinia, Cassia. Croton, Dalberqia, Dalberqiella, Dichrostacthys, Dipsjnyrgsj Diplorynchus, Entada, Euclea, Faurea, Grew!a,
Hymenocardia, Lannea, Markhamia, Maytenus, Phyllanthus, Oxytenanthera bamboo, Securidaca. Strychnos, Syzyg^ij-ifn, and Ziziphus.
Munqa soils vary in texture from clays to sandy clays and have a
hiqh base exchanqe capacity. This veqetation type occurs mainly
in the Eastern, Central and Southern Provinces.

Grassland ~ Dambos
These are
headwater grasslands found on the plateaux. They are
shallow linear depressions or concavities which get waterloqqed
seasonally by runoff and seepage water from the surrounding
hiqher qround. The qrasses and other herbaceous plants which
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characterise the dambos are Panicum repens, Acroceras macrum,
Echinochloa pyramidalis <and
other
species of Echinochloa),
Setaria spp., Sporobolus spp.. Hemarthria altissima, Andropoqon
eucomus, Monocymbium cereci iforme. Elyoneurus arqentens, Hyparrhenia
bracteata. Aristida atroyiplacea, Loudetia simplex, and Trachypof
ggn spicatus. Some of the herbaceous lequmes found in dambos are
Teramnus qi 1 letti i . Alysi carpus ruqosus. Aeschynomene indicus,,
and Desmodi urn salj_cif ol ium..
Grassland - Floodplains/Flats
Floodplains (Flats) are extensive grasslands found in the meander
belt of rivers. Examples of these are the kafue flats, Chambeshi
floodplain and the Zambezi floodplains. Grasses found in these
grasslands include Panicum repens. Acroceras macrum. Echinochloa
pyramidal is. (and
other
species
of
Echinochloa),
Imperata cylindrica. Vossia cuspidata. Themeda triandra, Cynodon
dactylon. Chi oris qayana. Setaria spp.. and Hyparrhenia spp.
Grassland - Swamps
Swamps are areas inundated by water. They are more or less
permanently waterloqged or flooded. Good examples of these wet
grasslands are
the Bangweulu (Luapula Province) and Busanga
(North-Western Province). Swamp vegetation is composed of sedge
species, grasses and other herbaceous plants adaptable to wet
conditions. The characteristic sedge species is Cyperus papyrus
and some of the grass species are Echinochloa pyramidal is. Vossia
cuspidata, Leersia hexandra, and Phragmi tes communis. Typha Latifolia
is another herbaceous plant associated with swampy
areas. Peat-like soils are found in swampy areas.
Termi_tari_a
Termitaria occur throughout the country in areas where the soil
ia not pure sand. Before a termite mound can be formed the soils
should have at least 10 percent clay plus silt. Termite mounds
are absent from most of the Kalahari sands. Termite mounds have a
high clay/silt content, a hiqh mineral content and an alkaline
pH. Some people grow crops on them during the rainy season. Some
of the plant species found on termitaria are Acacia spp. Albisia
spp. . Cpjnbretum spp. . Commiphora spp. , Croton spp. , Dalbergia melanoxylon, Ficus sycomorus, Pterocarpus sgp.^i. Vit ex doniana,^ Ziaiphus abyssinica. Asparagus racemosus. Boscia angusti f ol ia. Cap-.
paris tomentosa, Diospyros mespi 1 iformis. liaerua an^loensis.i.
Popowia obovata, Sanserviera kirki i, Sterculia guingueloba, and
Strychnos potatorum.
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8B Present Landuse, Farming. Systemsi. Crops and Input Levels
8E>1 Landuse
The followinci landuse categories can be distinguished:
Urban
Cropland
Horticulture
Orchards
Improved Pastures
Natural Grazing

-

Protected Forest
Afforestation
Productive Forest
National Park/Game Viewing Area
Unproductive Land

pefinitions
Urban

-

all residential and commercial settlements including
parks and other urban open spaces.
mines, quarries and pits as well as land hexd in
reserve therefore.

Cropland - land used or being cleared for annual or perennial
field crops; maize, sorghum, millet, beans, soybeans,
groundnuts,
coffee,
cotton,
cassava,
sugarcane,
tobacco, wheat, sunflower, rice etc.
Horticulture
land used or being cleared for
cultivation of vegetables or small fruits.

intensive

Orchards - land used for the production of tree fruits.
Improved pastures - land used or being cleared for the production
of hay and other cultivated fodder crops.
Natural grazing - land with a natural vegetation
(grassland,
woodland) where grazing is the dominant use.
Protected Forest - land used for the preservation of natural
woodlands and forests for water and soil conservation
purposes and to assure future timber supplies.
Afforestation - areas under afforestation,
natural forests and woodlands.

replacing

destroyed

Productive Forest - land used or being cleared for the production
of timber.
Unproductive Land - land that in its present state does not and
will not support vegetation (eroded soil or rock and
active depositional features).
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8B2 Farminq Systems
-

Shi-ftinq axe and hoe cultivation (Chitemene)
Semi-permanent hoe cultivation
Fishinq and semi-permanent hoe cultivation
Semi-permanent hoe and ox plouqh cultivation
Semi-commercial ox and tractor plouqh cultivation
Commercial tarrtinq

Descriptions
Shiftinq axe and hoe cultivation - ehi-fting cultivation is
practised in most parts o-f the vast plateau in North-Weatern
and North-Eastern Zambia, where rain-fall exceeds 1(300 mm per
year. It is represented by the Chitemene type - an intensive
type of shifting cultivatioh. Trees are topped or cut and the
wood is piled up on smaller patches within the clearing for
burning.
Cultivation is mostly confined to these burned patches where
the ash layer helps to overcome the inherent low soil
fertility and the heat to control weed growth.
Semi-permanent hoe cultivation - this farminq system includes the
entire Luanqwa valley, the valleys of the Lunsemfwa and
Lukusashi as well as the areas around larger towns where wage
workers from town have laid out gardens.
The Chitemene technique of cultivation does not occur in the
type of semi-permanent hoe cultivation. Plant material is
burnt on the clearing but not piled up and cropping is not
restricted to the burnt areas only.
Fishing and semi-permanent hoe cultivation ~ the combination of
fishing
<as
the
main
economic
activity)
and
the
semi-permanent hoe cultivation (mainly cassava crops) covers
all major lake and swamp areas in North-East and Central
Zambia.
Semi-permanent hoe and ox plough cultivation - this type of
farming system is confined to areas with less than 1000 mm
annual rainfall and occurs predominantly on the Barotse sands
and in the Gwembe valley of South-i»lestern Zambia.
Semi-commercial
ox
and
tractor
plough
cultivation
semi-commercial farms a.re found in all parts of Zambia. The
characteristics sre
large holdings; comparatively
large
rectangular fields! permanent cultivation made possible by
the application of industrial fertilizers and cattle manures
specialisation in one or few crops.
Commercial farminq - this farming type on State Land is held
under grants on statutory tenure. The distribution of farmed
State Land follows the line of rail. The main cash crop is
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maize, ne;{t in value are tobacco, sugarcane, beef and milk
8B3

Crops

- Maize
- Sorqhum
-Millet
- Beans
- Soybeans

~
-

Groundnuts
Wheat
Rice
Coffee
Cotton

~
-

Tobacco
Sun-flower
Cassava
Suqarcane
Veqetables

8B4 Input Levels
Input
levels refer to the use of seeds, fertilizer, pesticides
etc. Three levels of input Are recognized.
- Low
- Medium
- High
Def i n i t i ons
Low

input - no significant
use of purchased inputs such as
artificial
fertilizers,
improved
seeds, pesticides and
machinery. Traditional farming.

Medium input - methods practised bv farmers who follow the advice
of agricultural
extension
services but who have limited
technical
knowledge
and
capital
resources;
improved
agricultural techniques; input adequate to increase
yields
but not to achieve maximum yields or maximum economic returns
some fertilizer; possibly some use of chemical weed or pest
control.
High input - methods based on advanced
technology and
high
capital resources; fertilizers at levels of maximum
economic
return; chemical weed and pest control at advanced
technical
level; mechanization. Modern methods are employed to maximize
yields or economic returns.
8C

Parent Mat er i a1

A certain confusion exists about the distinction between "parent
material" and "parent rock". This is mainly
the result of a
different definition given to the term "rock". Some use the word
in
the
strict geological
sense: " any naturally
formed
aqgreqate or mass of mineral matter, whether or not coherent". In
this way alluvium
and
loess are
"rocks"
(more specifically
"unconsolidated rocks"). For others the word "rock" -is restricted
to more consolidated
or firm materials ( the way it is usepi by
engineers). We will consider here that the "parent material" of a
soil is the unconsolidated inorqanic and/or orqanic material
in
which the soil is formed. The "parent rock" is the rock
from
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which the parent material is derived by weathering (physical,
chemical and/ar bioloqical).
On the -field description input form, distinction is made between
material derived from "unconsolidated rocks" - Unconsolidated and material derived from "consolidated rocks" - Consolidated
(Residual). Often one encounters more than one parent material
within a depth of two meters, the depth usually considered to be
the limit for soil. Therefore an additional series of items is
given.
8C1

Parent Material I
Not identified

Consplidated
Undifferentiated
Mixed
Igneous
Undifferentiated
Coarse acid
Coarse intermediate
Coarse basic
Fine acid
Fine intermediate
Texture Modifier (not for organic)
Fine basic
Metamorphic
Undifferentiated
Sandy
Undifferentiated
Schi st/Meta-si1tstone
Siltv
Loamy
Micaschist
Clayey
Gneiss
Slate/Phyllite
Mixed (incl.stones
and boulders)
Quartzite
Marble
Chemical Modifier (not for organic)
S P.d.LmjBn t ar:.y.
Undifferentiated
Undifferentiated
Calcareous Sandstone
Acid
Sandstone
Intermediate
Calcareous Si 1tstone/Shale
Basic - non calcareous
Si 1tstone/Shale
Basic - calcareous
Calcareous Mudstone
Organic Modifier
Mudstone
Conglomerate
Undifferentiated
Litter
Limestone
Dolomite
Sedge peat
Forest peat
Lechwe droppings

Unconsolidated
Undifferentiated
Alluvial
Lacustrine
Colluvial
Other gravital
Eolian
Eolian/Residual
Organic

8C2

Parent Material II - see Parent Material I.
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De-f ini tions
Residual - in situ-weathered

material

Alluvial
- unconsolidated
sediment deposited by runnina water.
The term does not include sediments oermanentiy submerqed
(i.e.
lacustrine bottom sediments) but may be applied to at
least the upper part of deltaic sediments in either a lake or
the ocean.
Lacustrine -• ivtaterials deposited in -fresh water lëskes.
GravitaJ
- materials moved
mudf low, rockfall etc.

by

gravity;

creep,

Col.lii'-'ia] - materials deposited
at the footresulting from sheet and rill erosion.

and

landslide,
toeslopes,

Eolian •- sediments, generally consisting of rr^eds. am to fine sand
and coarse silt
particle sizes, that
is well sorted and
poor i V compacted.
Organic
- Material
produced by the growth and partial decay of
plants and/or trees.

8D

Landforms and Landel e^ments

8D1 Landforms
The ma jot landforms mentioned in this section sre
Geomorphic Legend far Zambia, see fig. 3.

based on the

LANDFORMS:
liontane zone
Escarpment zone
Rift trough floor
Dissected Rift trough floor
Flat R3ft trough floor
Peqr_aded Centri^l African Plateau
P]ateau
Flats and Swamp©
Aggraded Central African Plateau
PIateau
Flats and Vi^lleys

SD2 Laridelements
The following
list of
landelements was composed based on the
combined knowledge of all contributors to this manual.
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LANDELEMENTS:
Escarpment
Ridqe
Cuesta
Tor
Inselberg
Dome
Talus(cone)
Landslide
Pediment
Piedmont
Plain
8Dr.

Dambo

Dambo
Dambo
Dambo
Dambo
Dambo

Interfluve
Valley bottom
Pointbar
Swale
Levee
Oxbow
Backswamp
Terrace
Alluvial fan
Lake f 1 oor
Delta

Sandbar
Swamp
Dune
Longitudinal Dune Ridq
Doline
Pol je
Dambo*
Valley dambo*
Di 1inqus*
De-flat ion hollow*

modifier

head - broad
head - uniform
fringe
side
bottom

Def i n i t ions
Escarpment - any steep, abrupt slope or cliff along the margin of
a plateau, terrace
or other topographic bench (tectonical,
erosional , deposi tiofial) .
Ridge - long narrow hill-top, mountain range, watershed.
Cuesta - a ridge, or belt of hilly land, formed on gently dipping
rock strata form the more durable layers, which resist
denudation better than the weaker layers and are
thus left
behind as uplands; it has a gentle dip slope on one side and
a relatively steep scarp on the other.
Tor - a isolated mass of rock, usually of granite, which has been
subject to considerable weathering and often assumes peculiar
shapes.
Inselberg
residual uplands which stand in isolation above the
general level of the surrounding planes.
Dome

- a curved stratum of rock in which the dip is in
all directions away from a central point rather than an axis,
as in an anticline.

Talus(cone) - rock fragments of all sizes which accumulate at the
foot of a cliff or a mountain, having been broken from the
main rocks by weathering and rolled down under the action of
gravity.
Landslide

-

the

downward

movement of a large mass of earth or
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rocks from a mountain or cli-f-f.
Pediment - a smooth sloping -floor o-f bedrock, fringing a mountain
range or cliff-line, covered by a veneer of alluvium.
Piedmont - a plain of alluvial fans made by neighbouring streams.
The depth of the alluvial material may be hundreds of feet
(see also alluvial fan).
Plain - an area, of land surface featuring small differences in
topographic elevations and uniform from the geomorphological
point of vieM.
Interfluve - the ridge (land) between two adjacent river valleys.
Floodplain - to define a floodplain depends somewhat on the goal
in mind. As a topographic category, it is quite flat and lies
adjacent to a stream; geomorphologically, it is a landform
composed primarily of unconsolidated depositional material
derived from sediments being transported by the related
stream; hydrologically, it is perhaps best defined as a
landform subject to periodic flooding by the parent stream.
Pointbar - bar of alluvium built
meander (lateral accretion)

on the slip-off slope of a

Swale - land between pointbars.
Levee - the natural bank of a river formed during flooding
(vertical accretion) by the deposition of sediment. The
abrupt loss of velocity at the edge of the flooded channel
and the abundant sediment supply there commonly cause more
and coarser deposition on the natural levees, which grade
laterally into finer backswamp deposits. A result of vertical
accreting natural levees may be that the river surface within
the levees is many meters above the level of the adjacent
backswamps.
Oxbow - cut-off meander, later filled in with channel deposits.
Backsw|tmp - see levee.
Terrace - topographic "platforms", "benches", "treads", "flats",
or "steps" in river valleys that usually represent former
levels of the valley floor or floodplain.
Alluvial fan - body of stream deposits whose surface approximates
a segment of a cone that radiates downslope from the point
where the stream leaves a mountaineous area.
Delta - the deposit of clay, silt, sand, or gravel made by a
stream where it flows into a body of standing water.
Deposition is caused by rapid reduction in velocity of the
stream current as it pushes out into the standing water. The
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coarse particles settle out first; the +ine clays continue
out farthest and eventually come to rest in fairly deep
water.
Sandbar - a ridge of sand formed in the sea or a lake.
Swamp ~ a tract of low-lyinq land in a level position which is
permanently saturated with water and is usually overqrown
with veqetation. (A march is temporarily saturated with
water).
Dune - any hill or accumulation of sand shaped by the wind.
Lonaitudinal Dune Ridge - a dune ridge that runs parallel with
the (former) wind direction.
Doline ~ a closed hollow in a karst region, formed bv the
solution of limestone near the surface and
subsequent
subsidence. It is often rouded or elliptical in shape, and
sometimeïs has a sink hole into which surface water flows.
Polje ~ a closed hollow in a karst reqion, similar to but larqer
than a doline, being flat-bottomed and several miles in
length.
1

Dambo - a vernacular term for a low-lyinq, shallow, generally
treeless, linear depression which is seasonally waterloqqed
or permanently waterlogged in a sloping position, and which
may (valley dambo) or may not contain a drainage channel.
Dilingus
- larqe, non
waterloqqed area.

linear,

mainly

treeless,

Deflation hollow - depression caused by the removal of
bv the wind.
8E

seasonally
particles

Mesorelief and Microrelief

In this section minor surface features &re beinq described.
Difference is made between features of a heiqht of more than 50
cm. (mesorelief) and less than 50 cm.
Also the base diameter, the distance between the features and an
indication of their height have to be described.
Mesorelief (height more than 50, cm. )
8E1 Type
Undifferentiated
Hill type termite mounds
Pinnacle type termite mounds
Combined hi 11/pinnacle type mounds
Circular raised levels ("islands")
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Erosion gully
Depression
Pointoar
Levee
Rock outcrop
8E2

Base diameter in cm. (right Justified).

8E3

Height o-f features in cm. (right justified).

8E4

Distance between features in m. (right justified).

Microrelief

(height less than 50 cm.)

8E5 Type
Undifferentiated
Stool type termite mounds
Circular raised levels ("islands")
Erosion rills
GiIgai
Depressions
Tussocks
Trampled land
Animal burrows
Wind ripples
Bunds and ridges
Rock outcrop
Laterite outcrop
8E6

Base diameter in cm. (right Justified).

SE7

Height of features in cm. (right justified).

8E8

Distance between features in cm. (right Justified).

Definitions
Gilgai - the microrelief of soils produced by expansion and
contraction with changes in moisture. Found in soils that
contain large amounts of clay which swells and shrinks
considerably with wetting and drying. Usually a succession of
micro-basins and micro-knolls in nearly level areas or of
micro-valleys and micro-ridges parallel to the direction of
the slope.
Tussock - a miniature hill, supporting a bunch of grass. The
ground between tussocks is normally devoid of vegetation.
Bund

- a low narrow continuous elevation, usually constructed to
impound water.
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Mound - low hill, or more or less cicular raised bed. When
overgrown the (natural or cultivated) vegetation normally
di-ffers from the surrounding vegetation.
Ridge -- low, narrow raised bed to grow crops.
SF

Slope

8F1 Percentage o-f slope at site
Two spaces
are available -for
slope at the site.

the recording of the percentage

8F2 Slope length between breaks
The slope length is estimated between breaks in slope of
sufficient magnitude to affect subsurface water transmission.
Such breaks usually involve a change of several percentages of
slope.
8F3 Slope type
Indicate if single (regular surface)
surface) slope prefails on the pedon.
8F4

or

complex

(irregular

Slope class of the surrounding area
Terminologv
Class
Slope (7.)
Level to nearly level
1
0 - 2
4
Very
gently sloping
2
1 6
Gently
sloping
3
3 9
Moderately
sloping
4
5 20
5
Sloping
8 6
Moderately steep
15 - 30
7
45
Steep
25 8
45
Very steep

8F5 Sample site position on slope
Crest
Lower slope
Upper slope
Toe slope
Middle slope
Depression
8F6 Aspect
Aspect of the pedon is measured subjectively, using one
classes.
North
Northeast
East
Southeast
South

Southwest
West
Northwest
Level

of

nine
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Definitions
Site position on slope (see -fig. 4)
A

Crest - the qenerally convex upper most portion o-f a hill*
(meso scale). It is usually convex in all directions.

B

Upper slope - the qenerally convex upper portion of the slope
of a hill* immediately below the crest. It has a convex
surface profile with a specific aspect.

C

Middle slope - the area of the slope of a hill* between the
upper slope and the lower slope, where the profile is not
qenerally concave or convex. It has a straight or somewhat
signoid surface profile with a specific aspect.

D

Lower slope - the area towards the base of the slope of a
hill*. It qenerally has a concave surface profile with a
specific aspect.

E

Toe slope - the lower part of the slope. Area defined by
extent of homogenous site of sliqht slope and/or sometimes
clearly demarcated by an abrupt levellinq of the slope. Often
characterised by seepaqe.

F

Depression - at the foot
qenerally level area, any
directions.

jf a meso scale mound or in
area
that is concave in all

Hill* - a natural elevation of the earth's surface.
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8G

Soil Moisture and Drainage

8G1 Surface runo-ff
Surface runoff or external soil drainage, refers to the relative
rate water is removed by flow over the surface of the soil. This
includes water falling as rain as well as water flowing onto the
soil from other soils (Soil Survey Manual).
Ponded
Very slow
Slow
Med i urn
Rapid
Very rapid
Definitions
Ponded - none of the water added to the soil as precipitation or
by flow from surrounding higher land escapes as runoff. The
total amount of water that must be removed from ponded
areaB
by movement through the soil or by evaporation is usually
greater than the total rainfall. Ponding normally occurs in
depressed areas and may fluctuate seasonally.
Very

slow - surface water flows away so very slowly that free
water lies on the surface for long periods or enters
immediately into the soil. Much of the water either passes
through the soil or evaporates into the air. Soils with very
slow surface runoff are
commonly level to nearly level or
very open and porous.

Slow - surface water flows away so slowly that free water covers
the soil for significant periods or enters the soil rapidly
and a large part of the water passes through the profile or
evaporates into the air. Soils with a slow rate of surface
runoff are
either nearly level or very gently sloping, or
absorb precipitation very rapidly. Normally there is little
or no erosion hazard.
Medium - surface water flows away at such a rate that a moderate
proportion of the water enters the soil profile and free
water lies on the surface for only short periods. A large
part of the precipitation is absorbed by the soil and used
for plant growth, is lost by evaporation, or moves downward
into underground chanLnels.^^With medium runoff, the loss of
water over the surface does not reduce seriously the supply
available for ^p.^ant growth. The erosion hazard may be slight
to moderate if soils of this class are cultivated.
Rapid - a Ivarge proportion of the precipitation
over the surface of the soil and a small part

moves
moves

rapidly
through
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the «oil profile. Surface water runs off nearly as fast as It
is added. Soils with rapid runoff are
usually moderately
steep to steep and have low infiltration capacities. The
erosion hazard is commonly moderate to high.
Very

rapid - a very large part of the water moves rapidly over
the surface of the soil and a very small part goes through the
profile. Surface water runns off as fast as it is added.
Soils with very rapid rates of runoff eire usually steep or
very steep and have low infiltration capacities. The erosion
hazard is commonly high or very high.

862 Internal Soil Drainage
Internal soil drainage is that guality of a soil that permits the
downward flow of excess of water through it. Internal drainage is
reflected in the frequency and duration of periods of saturation
with water. It is determined by the texture, structure, and other
characteristics of the soil profile and of the underlying layers
and by the height of the water table, either permanent or
perched, in relation to the water added to the soil. Thus a soil
of mediium internal drainage may be similar in permeability to
one of slow internal drainage that has a more moist climate.
None
Very slow
Slow
Medium
Rapid
Very rapid
Definitions
None - no free water passes through the soil mass. In humic
regions, the water table is near or at the surface most of
the year. Even sandy or gravelly soils may have this natural
drainage condition, but when they arm drained - when the
water table is lowered - they may become moderately or even
rapidly drained internally.
Very «low - the rate of internal drainage is much to slow for the
optimum growth of the important crops in humic regions, and
may even be too slow for the optimum growth of crops on soils
of the semi-arid regions. Soils may be saturated with water
in the root zone for a month or two. Most soils of very slow
internal drainage are blotched or mottled in nearly all parts
of the profile, although some have dominantly gray surface
soils and upper subsoils, and others have dark-coloured
surface soils that »re high in organic matter. A high water
table, or a very slow permeable horizon or both, may be
responsible for very slow internal soil drainage.
Slow - in slow internal drainage, the rate of movement

of

water

WW
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throuqh the soil is not so fast as in medium drainacie but
faster than in slow drainage. Saturation with water occurs
for periods of a week or two - long enough to affect
adversely the roots of many crop plants. The rate of drainage
is usually somewhat too slow for the optimum growth of the
important crops of the region. This is especially true in the
humid temperate region, where most soils having slow internal
drainage have black or gray A horizons. Mottling or blotching
occurs in the lower A or upper B horizons as well as in the
lower B and C horizons. Many soils with slow internal
drainage have relatively high permanent water tables, or a
fluctuating water table.
Medium - internal drainage is not so free as in rapid drainage
but is freer than in slow drainage. Saturation with water is
limited to a few days - less time than is reguired to injure
the roots of crop plants. Internal drainage is about optimum
for the growth of the important crops under humid conditions.
Most soils of medium internal drainage a^re free of mottling
and blotching throughout the A horizon and all or most of the
B horizon.
Rapid - the horizons somewhat restrict the movement of water
through
the soil as compared to very rapid drainage.
Saturation with water is restricted to a few hours. Internal
drainage is somewhat too rapid for the optimum growth of the
important crops of the region.
Very rapid - the rate of movement of water through the profile is
very rapid, usually because of its high porosity, and the
soil is never water saturated. Internal drainage is too rapid
for the optimum growth of most of the important crops adapted
to the region. Most soils with very rapid internal drainage
Are free to a depth of several feet of those characteristic
blotches or mottlings that suggest impeded drainage. The
permanent water table is usually several feet beneath the
surface.
8G3 Soil Drainage Classes
Seven drainage classes are recognized (Soil Survey Manual, May
1981>. The concept of the drainage class evolved in areas with a
humid-temporate climate. The definitions, conseguently, reflect a
bias for these areas and may have to be modified for Zambia.
Very poorly drained
Poorly drained
Somewhat poorly drained
Moderately well drained
Well drained
Somewhat excessively drained
Excessively drained
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Definiti ons
Very poorly drained - these soils are wet to the surface most of
the time. These soils are wet enouqh to prevent the growth of
important crops (except rice) unless artificially drained.
Poorly drained - these soils commonly are wet at or near the
surface during a considerable part of the year, so that field
crops cannot be grown under natural conditions. Poorly
drained conditions are caused by a saturated zone, a layer
with low hydraulic conductivity, seepage, or a combination of
these conditions.
Sonjewhat poorly
drained
(imperf ectely
drained)
these
soils are wet close enough to the surface or long enough that
planting or harvesting operations or crop growth is markedly
restricted unless artificial drainage is provided. Somewhat
poorly drained soils commonly have a layer with low hydraulic
conductivity, wet state high in the profile, additions of
water through seepage, or a combination of these conditions.
Moderately well drained - these soils are wet close enough to the
surface
for
long
enough that planting or harvesting
operations or yields of some field crops are adversely
affected unless artificial drainage is provided. Moderately
well drained soils commonly have a laver with low hydraulic
conductivity, wet state relatively high in the profile
additions of water by seepage, or some combinations of these
conditions.
Well drained - these soils have intermediate water holding
capacity. They retain optimum amounts of moisture, but they
are not wet close enough to the surface or long enough during
the growing season to adversely affect yields.
Somewhat excessively drained - these soils have high hydraulic
conductivity
and
low
water holding capacity. Without
irrigation only a narrow range of crops can be grown and
yields are low.
Excessively drained - these soils have very high and high
hydraulic conductivity and low water holding capacity. They
are not suited for crop production unless irrigated.
8G4 Seepage
The presence of a condition of seepage is noted by recording the
appropriate category.
Present perennially
Present seasonally
Absent
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SG5 Incidence o-f -floodinq
The description and definitions of soils subject to -floodinq need
to include statements describing the frequency and regularity of
floodinq in as much relevant detail as evidence permits (soil
Survey Manual, 1962). The following classes are suggested:
Floods frequent and irregular
Floods frequent and regular
Floods common
Floods rare
No floods

Descriptions
Floods frequent and irregular - so that any use of the
crops is too uncertain to be practicable.

soil

for

Floods frequent - but occurinq reqularly during certain months of
the year, so that the soil may be used for crops at other
times.
, .
Floods common ~ either during certain months or during any period
of unusual meteorological conditions, often enough to destroy
crops or to prevent use in a specified percentage of the
years.
Floods rare
years.

- but probable during a very small percentage of the

8G6 Water table
The water table is the surface of the zone of water saturation.
Depth of water table
5.4, 40.3.

at date of observation

8G7
Source of data:
No information
Measured in profile
Local information
ÖG8

Minimum expected depth of water table (m)

8G9

Maximum expected depth of water table (.m)

8G10
Source of data:
No information
Measurements
Soil morphology
Local information

<m>

-

example
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8H

Erosion

The presence of erosion is recorded by
amount of erosion that has occured.
subdivision of water erosion.

notinq the agent and
Gully erosion
is
a

8H1 General water erosion
Surface soil eroded (7.)
No appreciable erosion
Slightly eroded land
Moderately eroded land
Severely eroded land

< 25
25 - 75
> 75

8H2 Gully modifier
The cut-off between occasional and
calculated on the basis of the ration:

frequent

qui lies

can be

Distance between gullies (m)
Depth of gullies <m)
Ration
No gullies
Occasional gullies
Freguent gullies
8H3

Wind erosion
Surface soil eroded (X)

No wind erosion
Slight wind erosion
Moderate wind erosion
Severe wind erosion
Blow-out land

75
75
100

8H4 Erosion state
Active erosioo
Stabilised erosion
Definitions
Water erosion
Slightly eroded land - the soil has a few rills or places with
thin A horizons that give evidence of accelerated erosion,
but not to an extent to alter greatly the thickness and
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character o-f the A horizon. Except for soils having very thin
A horizons (less than 20 c m ) , the surface soil consists
entirely of A horizon throughout nearly all of the delineated
area. Up to about 257. of the original A horizon, or original
plow layer in soils with thin A horizons, may have been
removed from most of the area. In most soils, areas with this
class of erosion are
not significantly different in use
capabilities and management requirements from uneroded soil.
Moderately eroded land - the soil has been eroded to the extent
that ordinary tillage implements reach through the remaining
A horizon, or well below the depth of the original plow layer
in soils with a thin A horizon <less than 20 cm.).
Beherally the plow layer consists of a mixture of the
original A horizon and underlying horizons. Mapped areas of
eroded soils usually have patches in which the plow layer
cqnsists wholly of underlying horizons. Shallow gullies may
be present. Approximately 25 - 757. of the original A horizon
or surface soil may have been lost from most of the area.
Severely eroded land - the soil has been eroded to the extent
that all or practically all of the original surface soil, or
A horizon, has been removed. The plow layer
consists
essentially of materials from the B or other underlying
horizons. Patches in which the plow layer is a mixture of the
original A horizon and the B horizon or other underlying
horizons may be included within mapped areas.
Shallow
gullies, or a few deep ones, are common on some soil types.
More than 75X of the original surface soil, or A horizon, and
commonly part of the B horizon or underlying horizons, have
been lost from most of the area.
Wind erosion
Slightly eroded land - this class consists of soils that have
lost some of the original A horizon but on the average less
than 25% of the original A horizon or of the uppermost 20 cm.
if the original A horizon was less than 20 cm. thick.
Throughout most of the area
the thickness of the surface
layer is within the normal range of variability of the
uneroded soil. Scattered spots, amounting to less than 207. of
the area, may be modified appreciably.
Evidence for class 1 wind erosion includes (1) a surface
layer coarser in texture than in the uneroded areas nearby,
(2) low mounds of sand and perhaps coarser particles, and (3)
low depressions, or swales, from which soil material has been
blown.
Moderately eroded land - this class consists of soils that have
lost on the average 25 to 75 7. of the original A horizon or
of the uppermost 20 cm. if the original A horizon was less
than 20 cm. thick. Throughout most cultivated areas of class
2 wind erosion the surface layer consists of a mixture of the
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oriqinal
A horizon and material
-from beloM. Most class 2
areas consist of an intricate pattern o-f eroded and uneroded
spots and some spots o-f deposition.
Severely eroded land - this class consists of soils that
have
lost on the averaqe 75 '/. or more of the oriqinal A horizon or
of the uppermost 20 cm. if the oriqinal A horizon was less
than 20 cm. thick. In most areas of class 3 wind
erosion,
horizons oriqinally below the surface layer B.rB exposed at
the surface; in places enouqh of the oriqinal surface layer
remains that it. can be identified. The removal of material is
qenerally not uniform. A few blow-out areas may be included.
Blown-out land - this class consists of soils that have lost all
of the oriqinal
A horizon or the uppermost 20 cm. if the
oriqinal A horizon was less than 20 cm. thick plus some or
all of the deeper horizons throuqhout most of the area. The
oriqinal soil can be identified only in spots. Depressions
were all of the material has been blown out are common. Areas
between blow-outs may be buried by soil from the blow-outs.

aI

Stoniness

Rock fraqments on the surface of the soil or those
protrudinq
above ground have important effect on soil use and management.
811 Stoniness classes:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

0
\
2
3
4
5

-

non stonv
fairly stony
stonv
very stony
exceedingly stonv
rubble land

Surface covered by atones (7.)
<
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
3.0
3.0
15.0
15,0
- 90.0
90.0

812 Stoniness type modifier

Gravel
2 - 7.5 cm. diameter
Stones
-7.5-25
cm. diameter
Boulders - > 25 cm. diameter
Definitions
Stoniness classes:
Class 0 - non stony; no stones or very few stonfes; too few stones
to interfere with tillaqe. Stones cover less than 0.01X of
the

s^retB.

Class
1 - fairly stony; sufficient
stones to interfere with
tillaqe but not to make inter-tilled
crops impractical.
Stones cover 0.01 - 0.1 7. of the &r^3..
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Class
stony? su-fficient stones to
tillaae
make
of
inter-tilled crops impracticable, but the soil can be worked
for
hay
crops
or
improved
pasture
if other soil
characteristics are
favourable. Stones cover 0. 1 - .3.0X of
area.

the

Class 3 - very stony; sufficient stones to make all use of
machinery impracticable, except for very liqht machinery or
hand tools where other soil characteristics are
especially
favourable for improved pastures. Stones cover 3.0 - 15.0 '/.
of the area.
Class 4 - exceedingly stony; sufficient stones to make all use of
machinery impracticable. Stones cover 15 - 90 7. of the area.
Class 5 - rubble land; land essentially paved with stones, which
occupy more than 90 7. of the land.
8J

Rockiness

Rockiness of the pedon is recorded as classes based on
percentage of the surface occupied by exposed bedrock.

the

8J1 Rockiness classes
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

0
1
2
3
4
5

-

non rocky
fairly rocky
rocky
very rocky
extremely rocky
rock outcrop

Surface occupied by
<
2
2 - 10
10 - 25
25 - 50
50 - 90
> 90

Definitions
Class 0 - non rocky; no rocks or very few rocks; no bedrock
exposure or too few to interfere with tillage. Less than 27.
bedrock exposed.
Class 1 - fairly rocky; sufficient bedrock exposures to interfere
with
tillage
but
not
to
make
inter-tilled
crops
impracticable. Depending on the pattern of outcrops exposures
are roughly 35 to 100 metres apart and cover 2 to 10"/. of the
surface.
Class 2 - rocky; sufficient bedrock exposures to make tillage of
inter-tilled crops impracticable, but soil can be worked for
hay crops or improved pasture if other soil characteristics
are
favourable. Rock exposures are roughly 10 to 35 meters
apart and cover about 10 to 257. of the area, depending on
their pattern
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Class 3 - very rocky? sufficient rock outcrops to make all use of
machinery impracticable, except for liqht machinery where the
other soil characteristics &re especially fayourable for
improved pasture. Rock exposures, or patches of soil too
shallow over rock for u s e , are rouahly 3.5 to 10 metres apart
and cover about 2 5 to 50'/. of the surface, dependinq on their
pattern.
Class 4 - extremely rocky; sufficient rock outcrop ,or very
shallow
over
rock,
to
make
all
use of machinery
impracticable. Rock outcrops sre about 3.5 metres apart or
less and cover some 5 0 to 907. of the area.
Class 5 - rock outcrops; over 907. of t h e land is exposed bedrock.

8K

Salinity

Def i n i t i on
Salinity is the concentration of dissolved salt» in water. It is
used to indicate the existence of saline soils.
Classes

Electrical., conductivity
Mmhos/cm
(dS/m.).
0-4
A - a
^
°
8 ~ JJ
'*' ^°

rFree
Sliqhtly affected
Moderately affected
Stronqly affected
8L

Sodicity

The sodium absorption ratio <SAR) is the standard measure of the
sodici-ty of a soil.
SAR

=

Classes
Free
Sliqhtly affected
Moderately affected
Stronqly affected
8M

Na+
Ca++

+

SAR (meq
0 - 2
2 - 5
5 - 12

1-1)

Mq++

> 12

Shrink-Swell potential

Shrink - swell potential is t h e susceptibility of soil
volume
chanqe due to loss or qain in moisture content. Volume chanqe is
influenced by t h e amount and type of clay minerals in t h e soil.
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Classes - shrink-swell potential classes are based on the chanqe
in lenqth o-f an uncon-fined clod as moisture content is
decreased -from a moist to dry state. This value, expressed in
percentaqe, is called linear extensibility <LE). Expressed as
a decimal -fraction, it is called COLE (coe-f-ficient of linear
extensibi1ity) .
Class
Low
Medium
Hiqh
Very hiqh

Linear Extens-ibi 1 ity <5i).
< 3
3 - 6
6 - 9
> 9

Cole
<0.03
0.03 - 0.06
0.06 - 0.09
> 0.09
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9

SOIL CLASSIFICATION

The soils have to be classi-fied according to Soil Taxonomy and
the FAO classification. For Soil Taxonomy, 20 columns &re
provided
on
the soil pro-file description sheet, for the FAO
classification 4 columns as well as 10 columns for the future
International Reference Base (IRF).
Soil Taxonomy
9A

Year of Taxonomie System.

Record
used.
9B

the year, last two diqits only, of the taxonomie revision

Classification accordinci to Soil, Taxonomy.

A list of Orders (0), Suborders (SO), Great Groups <G6), Subqroup
Modifiers (SG), Particle Size Classes (PSC), Mineralogy (MM)
Reactions (RX), Soil Temperatures (TM) and Others (OTH) can be
found in the following pages of the manual.
9B1

Soil Taxonomy Codes.

Orders:
Alfisols
Entisols
Histosols
Inceptisols
Mol 1 isols
Suborders

A
E
H
I
M

=
=
=
=
=

Oxisols
Spodosols
Ul tisols
Vertisols

Entisols = E
AQ=Aquents
FL=Fluvents
0R=0rthens
PS=Psamments
Histosols = H
FI=Fibrists
FO=Folists
HE=Hemists
SA=Saprists

0

s
u
V

-Great Groups <GG)

<S0) <-

Alfisols = A
AQ=Aqualfs
UD=Udalfs
US=Urtalfs

=
=
=
=

AG=Aqr
FE=Ferr
0C=0chra

AL=Alb
PN=Plinth G L = G 1 O B S TR=Trop
FS=Fraqloss UM=Umbr
RH=Rhod FR=Far
PA=Pale
DU=Dur
HA=Hapl NA=Natr

QU=Quartsi
US=Usti

FL=Fluv
SU=Sulf

HA=Hapl
TR=Trop

HY=Hydr PS=Psamm
UD=Udi

LU=Luvi

TRl=Tropo

ME=Medi

SI=Sulfi SO=Sulfo

I
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-Great Groups (GG)

Suborders (SO) <
Inceptisols =
AQ=Aquepts
OC=Ochrepts
PL=P.laqqepts
TR=Tropepts
Uli=Umbrept5

PK=Plac
DU=Dur
SU=Sul-f
HL=Hala
US=Ust
TR=Trop
HA=Haplumbrepts

DY=Dystr FR=Fraqi
EU=Eutr
HU=Hum
PN=Plinth SO=Sombri
HP=Haplaquepts

PA=Pale
CA=Calci

DU=Dur
VE=Verm

HA=Hapl
NA=Natr

AC=Acr
SO=Sombr

EU=Eutr
GI=Gibbsi

UM=Umbr
HA=Hapl

Spodosols = S
AQ=AquDds
HLJ=Humods
OR=Orthods

DU=Dur
TR=Trop

FR=Fraqi
HA=Hapl

PK=Placo

Ultisols = U
AQ=Aquults
HU=Humults
UD=Udult5
US=Ustults

AL=Alb
RH=Rhod

FR=Fraqi
SO=Somb

HA=Hapl
TR=Trop

Vertisols = V
UD=Uderts
US=Usters

CH=Chrom

PE=Pel1

Mollisols = M
AL=A1bolls
AQ=Aquolls
RE=Rendolls
UD=Udolls
US=Ustolls
0>! i s o 1 s = 0
AQ=Aquo>!
HU=Humox
OR=Ortho>!
US=--Ustox

OC=Ochr
PN=Plinth

OC=Ochr PA=Pale
UM=Umb PN=Plinth
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Subqroup M o d i - f i e r s

(SG)

AA=Typic

AB=Abruptic
AB10=Abruptic Haplic

AB14=Abruptic Udic

AE=Aeric
AE(36=Aeric Humic
AE10=Aeric Umbrxc

AE03=Aeric Arenic
AE08=Aer i c Mol 1i C

AE05=Aeric Grossarenic
AE09=Aeric Tropic

AL=Albaquic
AL08=Albic Glossic

AL02=A1baquult i c

AL04=Albic

AL10=Alfic
AL16=Al-fic Lithic

AL12=Al-fic Arenic

AN30=Anthropi c
AQ=Aqualfic
AQ0é=Aqui c
AQ26=Aquic Lithic
AQ36=Aquultic
AR=Arenic
AR04=Arenic Plinthaquic
AR10=Arenic Ultic
AR18=Arenic Ustollic

AQ02=Aquentic
AO08=Aquic Arenic
AQ18=Aquic Dystric
AQ31=Aquic Psammentic

AQ04=Aqueptic
AQ14=Aquic Duric
AQ24='Aquic Haplic
AQ34=Aquollic

AR02=Arenic Aridic
AR03=Arenic Orthoxic
AR06=Arenic Plinthic AR08=Arenic Rhodic
AR16=Arenic Ustal-fic
AR14=Arenic Umbric

AR22=Arqiaquic
AR28=Arqic Lithic

AR30=Arqic Pachic

CA=Calcic
CA04=Calcic Pachic

CA20=Cambic

CU=Cumulic

CU02=Cumulic Udic

DU02=Dur i c

DUll=Durochreptic

DY02=Dystric
DY0é>=Dystric Lithic

DY03=Dystric Entic
DY08=Dystropept i c

DY04=Dystric Fluventic

EN=Entic

EN02=Entic Lithic

EN06»=Entic Ultic

EP=Epiaquic

EP10=Epiaquic Orthoxic

EU=Eutric

EU02=Eutrochrepti c

FEsFerrudalfic
FI=Fibric

FI02=Fibric Terric

AR26=Arqic
AR32=Arqic Vertic

CU04»Cumulic Ultic

EU04=Eutropept i c
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FL02=F1 uvaquefi t i c

FL06=F1uvent i c

FR10=Fraq i a q u i c

FR18=Fraqic

SL02=G1ossaqui c
6L12»=Glossic Ustollic

GL04=Glossic

GR=Grossareni c

3R01==Grossarenic Ent ie

HA=Haplaquodic
HA05=Hap1ohumi c
HA12=Hapludollic

HA01=Haplaquic
HA16=Haplustollie

HE=Hemi c

HE02=Hemic Terrie

HI=Histic

HI02=Histic Lithie

HU=Humic
HU06=Humox i c

HU02=Humac Lithie
HU10=Humaquept i e

HY=Hydric

HY02=Hydric Lithie

FL12='F1 uvent ie Umbric

GL10=Glossic Udic
GR04=Grossarenic Plinthic
HA02=Haplic
HA09=Hapludie

LE=Leptic
LI=Limnic
LI06=Lithic RupticAl-fic
LI09==Lithic RupticEntic
LI14=Lithic Umbric

LI02.=Lithic
LI07=Lithic RuptieArqic
LI10=Lithic Udic

LI04=Lithie Mol lic
LI06=«L~ithic Ustic
LI12=Lithic Ultic

LIlS=Lithic Ustollic
LI20=Lithic Vertic

MO=Mollic
NA06=Natric
OC=Ochreptic
0R=Orthidic

OR01=Orthic

OR02=Orthoxic

PA02.=Paehic Udic
PA08=Paleustollic

PA04=Pachic Ultic
PA20=Paralithic Vertic

OX=Oxic
PA=Pachic
PA06=Paleorthidic

PE04=Petrocal ei e
PE08=Petrocaleie Ustollic
PE20=Petroqvpsi e

PE06=Petrocalcic Ustal-fic
PE16=Pe t r o-f-f er r i c

PK=Placic

PK10=Plaqqeptie

PK12=Plaqqic

PL=P1i nthaqui e

PL04=Plinthic

PL06=Plinthudic

PS=Psammaquent i e

PS02=Psammenti c
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RU=Quartz i psamment i c
RE=Rendollic
RH=Rhodic
RU02=Rupt i c-Alf i c
RU07=Ruptic-Ultic

RU09=Ruptic-Lithic
RUI9=Rupti c-Verti c

SA02=Sapric

SA04=Sapri c-Terr i c

RUll=Ruptic-

Sl=Sid-fric
SO04=Sombr i humi c
SP=Sphaqnic

SP02=Sphaqnic Terr ie

SP04=Spodic

SU=Sul-fic
TE=Terric
TH04=Thapto-Hi st i c

TH06=Thapto-Histic Tropic

TR=Tropaquodic

TR02.=Tropeptic

TR04=Tropic

UD01=Udalfie
UD05=Udorthent i c

UD02=Udic
UD10=Udoxic

UD03=Udollic

UL=Ultic
UM=Umbreptic

UM02=Umbric

US=Ustalfie
US06=Ust ochrept i c.

US02=Ustertic
US08=Ustollic

VE=Vermic

VE02=Vertic

FAMILY CODES
Partiele Size Class (PSC)
001=Unclassi -f ied
002=Not used
114=Clayey
122=Clayey over Fine-Silty
116=ClayeY over Fraqmental
124=Clayey over Loamy
120=Clayey over Loamy-Skeletal
llS=Clayey over Sandy or Sandy-Skeletal
056=C1ayey-Skeletal
058=Clayey-Skeletal over Sandy

US04=Ustic
US12=U5toxic
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080:=Coarse-Loamy
086= =Coarse-LDamy over CLayey
082= =Coarse-Loamy over Fraamental
084= ïCoarse-Loamy over Sandy or Sandy-Skeletal
088= =Coarse~Si1ty
094= =Coarse-Si 1 ty over CLayey
092= =Coar5e-Si1ty over Sandy or S a n d y - S k e l e t a l
126==Fine
096= =Fi ne—Loamy
102==Fine-Loamy over Clayey
098= =Fine--Loamy over Fraqmental
100==Fine~Loamy over Sandy or Sandy-Skeletal
106==Fine-Si 1 ty
112==Fine~Silty over Clayey
108==Fine-SiltY over Fraqmental
110==Fine-Silty over Sandy or Sandy-Skeletal
036= =Fraqmental
068= =Loamy
072= =Loamy over Sandy or Sandy-Skeletal
050= =Loamy-Skeletal
054= =Loamv-Skeletal over Clayey
051 ==Loamy-Skeletal over Fraqmental
052= =Loamv-Skeletal over Sandy
062= ••Sandy
063= =Sandy over Sandy-Skeletal
066= =Sandy over Clayey
064= =Sandv over Loamy
044= =Sandy-Skeletal
046= =Sandy-Skeletal over Loamy
134==Very-Fine
MINERALOGY

<MIN)

01-Unclassified
02=Not Used
04=C*icareous
05=Cfarbonatic
09=Ch1 or i t i c
08=Cloproqenous

10=Diatomaceous
12=Ferrihumic
l4=Ferritic
lS=Gibb5itic

20=GlaLiconi t i c
22=Gvpsic

24=Halloysitic
26=111i t i c
27=11litic (Calcareous)
26=Kaolinitic
30=Mar1y
32=1*11 caceous
34=Mi;;ed
35=Mi>;ed (Calcareous)
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37=Montmori1lonitic
38=Montmori1lonitic
40=Oxidic
42=Sepiolitic
44=Serpent i ni t i c
46=Si1iceous
50=Vermiculitic

(Calcareous)

REACTION (RX)
01 =Unc 1 ass i-f i ed
02=Not Used
04=Acid
0S=Dysic
10=Eutic
12=Nón-Acid
14=Non-C;!» 1 c ar eous

SOIL TEMPERATURE (TMP)
01=Unclassi'f led
02=Not Used
04=Meqathermi c
06=Hyperthermi c
08=Isomeqatherfnic
10=Isohvperthermic
14=Isothermic

OTHER

(OTH)

01== U n c l a s s i f i e d
02==Not Used
04==Coated
05==Cracked
06==Level
08==Micro
12== O r t s t e i n
14==ShaHow
15== S h a l l o w arld U n c o a t e d
16== S l o p i n a
20==Uncoated
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9C

FAO-CLASSIFICATION.

The Soi1 Units (SU), Textural Classes (T) and Slope Classes (S>
as used i n the Leqend o-f the Soil Map of the World
(FAO-UNESCO)
are listed beloM.
9C1

Soil Units

J

FLUVISOLS

Je
Je
Jd
Jt

Eutric Fluvisols
Cal carie Fluvisols
Dystric Fluvisols
Thionic Fluvisols

6

GLEYSOLS

Ge
Ge
Gd
Gm
Gh
6p
Gx

Eutric Gleysols
Cal carie Gleysols
Dystric Gleysols
Mol lic Gleysols
Humic Gleysols
Plinthic Gleysols
Gel ie Gleysols

R

REGOSOLS

Re
Re
Rd
RK

Eutric Reqosols
Cal carie Reqosols
Dystric Reqosols
Gel ie Reqosols

Z

SOLONCHAKS

Zo
Zm
Zt
Zq

Orthic Solonehaks
Mol lic Solonehaks
Takyrie Solonehaks
Gleyie Solonehaks

S

SOLONETZ

So
Sm
Sq

Orthic Solonetz
Mollic Solonetz
Gleyie Solonetz

LITHOSOLS
<3

ARENOSOLS

Qc
Ql
Qf
Qa

Cambic Arenosols
Luvic Arenosols
Ferralic Arenosols
Al bic Arenosols
RENDZINAS

U

RANKERS

T

ANDOSOLS

To
Tm
Th
Tv

Ochric Andosols
Mol lic Andosols
Humic Andosols
Vitric Andosols

V

VERTISOLS

Vp
Ve

Pel lic Vertisols
Chromic Vertisols

C

CHERNOZEMS

Ch
Ck
Cl
Cq

Haplic Chernozems
Calcic Chernozems
Luvic Chernozems
Glossic Chernozems

H

Phaeozems

Hh
He
Hl
Hq

Haplic Phaeozems
Cal earie Phaeozems
Luvic Phaeozems
Gleyie Phaeozems
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Y

YERMOSQLS

M

QREYZEMS

Yh
Yk
Yy
Yl
Yt

Haplic Yermosols
Calcic Yermosols
Bypsic Yermosols
Luvic Yermosols
Takyric Yermosols

Ho
Mq

Orthic Greyzems
Gleyic Greyzems

B

CAMBISOLS

Be
X

XEROSOLS

Xh
Xk
Xy
XI

Haplic Xerosols
Calcic Xerosols
Gypsic Xerosols
Luvic Xerosols

Bf

Eutric Cambisols
Dystric Cambisols
Humic Cambisols
Gleyic Cambisols
Gel ie Cambisols
Calcic Cambisols
Chromic Cambisols
Vertic Cambisols
Ferralic Cambisols

A

ACRISOLS

Ao
Af
Ah
Ap
Aq

Orthic Acrisols
Ferric Acrisols
Humic Acrisols
Plinthic Acrisols
Gleyic Acrisols

N

NITOSOLS

Ne
Nd
Nh

Eutric Nitosols
Dystric Nitosols
Humic Nitosols

F

FERRASOLS

Fo
Fx
Fr
Fh
Fa
Fp

Orthic Ferrasols
Xanthic Ferrasols
Rhodic Ferrasols
Humic Ferrasols
Acric Ferrasols
Plinthic Ferrasols

O

HISTOSOLS

Oe
Od
Ox

Eutric Histosols
Dystric Histosols
Gel ie Histosols

Bd
Bh
Bq
Bx
Bk
Bc

Bv
K

KASTANOZEMS

Kh
Kk
KI

Haplic Kastanozems
Calcic Kastanozems
Luvic Kastanozems

L

LUVISOLS

Lo
Lc
Lk
Lv
Lf
La
Lp
Lq

Orthic Luvisols
Chromic Luvisols
Calcic Luvisols
Vertic Luvisols
Ferric Luvisols
Al bic Luvisols
Plinthic Luvisols
Gleyic Luvisols

D

PGDZOLUVISQLS

De
Dd
Dq

Eutric Podzoluvisols
Dystric Podzoluvisols
Gleyic Podzoluvisols

P

PODZOLS

Po
PI
P-f
Ph
Pp
Pq

Orthic Podzols
Leptie Podzols
Ferric Podzols
Humie Podzols
Placic Podzols
Gleyic Podzols
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w

PLANOSOLS

We
Wd
Wm
Wh
Ws
W;-;

Eutric Planosols
DvBtric Planosols
Mol lic Planosols
Humic Planosols
Solodic Planosols
Gel ie Planosols

9C2 TeKtural Classes.
Three textural classes are recoqnised marked bv the -f iqures 1 ,
the textural trianale (Fiq. 5 )
and 3, as shown in
Coarse textured: sands, loamy sands and sandy loams with less
1 - than 18 percent clay, and more than 65 percent sand.
Medium textured: sandv loams, sandy clay loams,
silt, silty clav loams and clay loams with less
percent clay and less than 65 percent sand; the
may be as hiqh as 82 percent i-F a minimum ot 18
is present.

silt l^oams,
than -^u
sand ^=ractlon
percent clay

Fine textured: clays, silty clays, sandy clays, clay
and siltv clay loams with more than 35 percent clay.

loams

refers to the texture o-f the upper 30 cm o-f
The l-e-'tural class important
-for tillaqe and water retention,
the soi 1 , which a.re
within
the soil resultinq -from pro-file
Marked chanqes in texture
the
definitions of the soil units.
development &re indicated in

Percent

Pig:5 Textural classes

sond
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9C3 Slope Classes
Slope is an inteqral part of the land sur-face. It influences
drainage, run-off, erosion, exposure and accessibility. Three
slope classes sire distinquished, marked by the characters a, b,
and c.
a - Level to gently undulatinq; dominant slopes ranqinq between C
and 8 percent.
b - Rolling to hilly? dominant slopes renqing between
percent.
c - Steeply dissected to mountaineous; dominant slopes
30 percent.
10

8

and
are

30
over

MORPHOLOGY

The morpholoqical variables are
arranqed essentially in three
ways. The first three
basic
variables
- (1) layer
and
horizon desiqnation,<2) layer and horizon depth and thickness,
and (3> colour or colours - are arranqed in fixed format in which
required data are
entered in fijted spaces. Layers and horizons
are described beqinninq with the uppermost, reqardless of whether
or not this is organic, and proceedinq downward in increasing
order until all horizons are noted. Note that a maximum of 8
layers or horizons (or both) can be accomodated. A site with more
than 8 layers or horizons can be described only if certain layers
or horizons are combined with others to yield a maximum of 8.
All other variables, except "root penetration
depth"
and
"colours ", which are
in value-coded form, are arranged a»
self-defininq entries (eight squares or boxes behind the variable
code).
For the self-defining entries, each square or box refers to a
layer or horizon. The presence of a variable in any of the 8
layers or horizons is indicated by marking a slash in the
appropriate box.
Note that for the self-defininq entries, the assigned layer
and horizon numbers, as defined
by
"layer
and
horizon
designation", must be maintained.

lOA

LAYER AND HORIZON DESIGNATION

Designation for all organic layers and mineral soil horizons
are
noted in the allotted spaces. The uppermost layer or horizon is
noted in row 1; all subseguent layers or horizons are entered in
order, proceeding downward through the profile.
A maximum of 8 layers' or horizons can be accommodated.
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10A1 Litholoqical Discontinuity
Arabic numerals are used to indicate litholoqical discontinuities
e.Q. 2, 5, 4, and so on.
10A2 Master Layers and Horizons
A code up to three characters (le-ft justi-fied) is used -for the
identification of master layers and horizons- These include A, B,
C, H, 0, AB, BC, and others.
10A3 Su-f-fixes
Standard suffixes of layers and horizons
justified). Up to 4 suffixes can be noted.

are

10A4 Numerical Suffix Modifier
Numerical
suffix
modifiers are
used to
subdivisions, 1, 2, and so on as 1 in 2BtQsl.
Examples

recorded

identify

(left

vertical

2B..tqs.1

10B

LAYER AND HORIZON DEPTH AND JHICKNESS

Zero depth in mineral soils (for definition see Soil Taxonomy,
paqe 13 -14) is the top of the first mineral horizon or layer.
Zero depth of any orqanic or mineral deposit, whose thickness
obviously varies within a relatively short period (e.q. shifting
sands), and which forms part of a sequum of a mineral soil, is
the bottom of that layer. Zero depth in orqanic soils (see Soil
Taxonomy, page 65) is at the surface irrespective if this is an
orqanic or mineral layer. All horizons or layers above zero depth
should be marked with a minus (-) symbol, see example
25
20
15
10

OS

01

"U2'

03

0

Ah
15

B
30

50

I

-25
-20
-15
-10
0
15
30

- -20 cm =» shifting sand
- •15 cm
01
- •10 cm
02
0 cm = 03
Ah
- 15 cm
30
cm
B
50
cm
=
»
C
-
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10B1 Modal or Averidqe
Right justified.

Horizon

Boundary

Depths

(cm)

Upper limit
Lower limit
10B2

Absolute Thickness Range (cm) (right justified)

Minimum
Max i mum
Examples a soil horizon may have modal depths of 0 - 20 cm with a
thickness range of 2 - 20 cm.
J0C

HORIZON COLOUR

Colour of mineral and soil material is recorded, using Munsell
notations on the basis of the colour aspect and the moisture
condition of the soil. Decimal positions are recorded in shaded
spaces. If whole numbers are recorded the decimal positions have
to be filled with zeros; for example 10YR 5/4 is recorded as
100YR 50/4.
10D

DEFINITIONS MASTER HORIZONS AND LAYERS

A distinction is made between organic and mineral
master
horizons. An organic horizon contains, by definition, 17% or more
organic C (approximately 30% organic
matter)
by
weight.
Consequently a mineral horizon must have less than 17% organic C.
10D1 Master Horizons
The following master horizon designations are proposed: H and O
for organic horizons and A, E, B, C, and R for mineral horizons
and layers.
They are defined as follows:
H
0
A
-

An organic horizon, that is
formed or forming from accumulation of organic material
deposited on the surface, and
saturated with , water for
prolonged
periods
(unless
artificially drained).
An organic horizon, that is
formed or forming from accumulation of organic material
deposited on the surface, and
not saturated with water for more than a few days per year.
A mineral horizon formed or forming at the surface or below
an 0 horizon that
is characterized by accumulation of humified are^ariic matter
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intimately mi>;ed with the mineral -fraction and not dominated
by properties characteristic for E and B horizons (de-fined
below), or
-

have properties resultinq -from cultivation, pasturing or
similar kind of disturbance.

E

A mineral horizon showing concentration of sand and silt
particles consisting of guartz or other resistant minerals,
as a result of loss of silicate clay, iron or aluminium, or
a combination of these, and not having a concentration of
humified organic matter.

B

A mineral horizon formed below an A, E or 0 horizon, in which
rock
structure
(including
sedimentary
structures in
unconsolidated deposits) is obliterated or only faintly
evident, and that is characterized by one or more of the
following features:
illuvial concentration of silicate clay, iron, aluminium or
humus, alone or in combination,
residual accumulation of sesguiowides,
an alteration of material from its original condition
reflected by the development of soil
structure,
the
formation of silicate clays, or colour changes due to
hydrolysis
and/or
oxidation
processes,
alone or in
combination. Included are soil structures that result from
volume changes accompanying changes in moisture content.
Excluded are iron and manganese segregations in the form of
mottles alone (as they are
a result of reduction and
oxidation processes).

-

C

A

mineral horizon (or layer) of unconsolidated material that
is little affected by pedogenic processes and lack properties
of A, E or B horizons. The material of the C horizon (or
layer) may be either like or unlike that from which the
solum is presumably formed.

R

Hard bedrock, sufficiently coherent to make hand digging with
a spade impracticable and that is too hard to break with the
hands. The rock may contain cracks but these are too few and
too small for significant root development.

10D2 Transitional Horizons
Soil horizons in which the properties of two master horizons
merge, are indicated by a combination of two capital letters
(e.g. AB, AE or BC). The first letter marks the master horizon to
which the transitional horizon is most similar. Mixed horizons
that consist of intermingled, each of which are identifiable with
different master horizons, are designated by two capital letters
seperated by a diagonal stroke (e.g. A/B, E/B). The first letter
marks the master horizon that dominates.
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10D3 Letter Su-f-fixes
Letter suf-fixes are used to indicate speci-fic propertiee o-f
master horizons and layers. The suffixes and their meaning Are as
follows:
a

Hiqh decomposed organic material ("sapric material").
This suffix is used with "H" or "0" to indicate the most
highly decomposed of the organic materials. Rubbed fiber
content averages less than 1/6 of the volume.

b

Buried genetic horizon
This
suffix
is
used
in
mineral soils to indicate
indentifiable buried genetic horizons if the major features
of the buried horizon have been established before it was
buried. It is not used to seperate an organic layer from a
mineral layer.

c

Concretions or hard non-concretionary nodules.
This suffix is used in combination with another suffix to
indicate the nature of the concretionary material.

d

Dark coloured surface horizon
This suffix is used with "A" to indicate accumulation of
humified organic matter to such an extent that the colour
value of broken and crushed samples is darker than 3.5 when
moist and 5.5 when dry.

e

Organic material of intermediate decomposition ("hemic materials")
This suffix is used with "H" or "0" to indicate organic
materials of intermediate decomposition. Rubbed fiber content
is 1/6 to 2/5 of the volume.

f

Slightly decomposed organic material ("fibric materials")
This suffix is used with "H" or "0" to indicate the least
decomposed of the organic materials. Rubbed fiber content is
more than about 2/5 of the volume.

g

Strong gleying
This suffix is used to indicate gray colours or common medium
distinct mottles as a result of permanent or periodic intense
reduction. Chromas in the matrix must be 2 or less. This
suffix is not used for soil materials of low chroma such as
some shales or E horizons, unless they have a history of
wetness. If "g" is used with "B", pedogenetic change addition
to gleying is implied. If no other change has taken place,
the horizon is designated "Cg".

h

Illuvial accumulation of organic matter
This suffix is used with "B" to indicate the accumulation of
illuvial amourphous, dispersible organo-sesquioxide complexes
if the sesquioxide component is dominated by aluminium but is
present only in small quantities.
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i

Albic

materials

This suffix is used with "A", "E" or "C" to indicate whitish,
bleached materials. The colour value, moist, is 4 or more, or
the value, dry, is 5 or more, or both. If the value, dry, is
7 or more, or the value, moist, is 6 or more, the chroma is 3
or less either dry or moist. If the value, dry, is S or 6 or
the value, moist, is 4 or 5, the chroma is closer to 2 than
to 3, either dry or moist.
j

Presence of sul fidie materials
This suffix is used to indicate the presence of sulfides
(smell of "rotten eqqs" upon aeration) in "H" or "C".

k

Accumulation of carbonates
This suffix is used to indicate accumulation of soft powdery
carbonates, usually calcium carbonate. If concretionary, it
is used in combination with the suffix "c".

m

Induration or cementation
This
suffix is used to indicate continuous or nearly
continuous cementation, in combination with the suffix for
the cementing material <e.q. km: cementation by carbonates).
This suffix is only used for horizons that are more than 90%
cemented.

n

Accumulation of sodium
This suffix is used to indicate accumulation of exchanqeable
sodium

o

Residual, accumulation of sesquioxides
This suffix is used to indicate residual accumulation of
sesquioxides. The colour hue should be 5YR or redder if the
accumulation is in the form of finely divided iron compounds.

p

Plowinq or other disturbance
This suffix is used with "H", "0" or "A" to indicate
disturbance of the surface layer by cultivation, pasturinq or
similar use. A disturbed mineral horizon, even though clearly
once E, B or C horizon, is designated Ap.

q

Accumulation of silica
This suffix is used to indicate accumulation of secondary
silica. If silica cements the layer and cementation is
continuous or nearly continuous, "qm" is used.

r

Weathered or soft bedrock
This suffix is used with "C" to indicate layers of soft
bedrock or saprolite. The material, when moist, can be duq
with a spade.

s

Non-residual accumulation of sesquioxides
This suffix is used to indicate non-residual ("illuvial")
accumulation of dominantly crystalline
sesquioxides
of
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autochtonous and/or allochtonous oriqin. I-f concretionary
"sc" is used, if cemented continouslv or nearly continously
"sm" is used, and if capable to harden irreveribly upon
exposure to the atmosphere and to repeated dryina and wettinq
"s" is used.
t

Illuvial accumulation of clay
This suffiK is used to indicate the presence of illuyial
silicate clay in the form of clay skins, clay bridqes or pore
lininqs, accompanied bv perceptatale clay increase within the
profile unless truncated.

y

Vertic properties
This suffix is used to indicate the presence
slickensides and/or wedqe-shaped aqqreqates.

of clear

w

Development of colour or structure
This suffix is used with "B" to indicate development of
colour as a result of pedoqenetic processes, or structure, or
both, with little or no apparent illuyial accumulation of
material.

X

Fraqipan-1ike character
This suffix is used to indicate horizons that are
firm, brittle, or have a hiqh bulk density.

relatively

y

Presence of qypsum crystals

z

Plinthitic properties
This suffix is used in combination with "s" to indicate the
presence of iron-rich, humus-poor reddish mottled material
that is firm or very firm when moist and that hardens
irreversibly when exposed to the citmosphere and to repeated
wettinq and dryinq.

10D4 Conventions for usinq letter suffixes
Many master horizons and layers will have one or more lower case
letter suffixes. Common exceptions are a
liqht
coloured,
undisturbed A horizon and many C horizons and layers. When letter
suffixes Sire used, they immediately follow the capital letter.
Seldom
suffix
first:
except
"p" is
always

more than three suffixes are needed. When more than one
is needed, the followinq letters, if used, are written
a, d, e, f, h, i, p, r, t, and w. None of these letters
for "p" Ars used in combination in a sinqle horizon. If
used in combination with one of these letter suffixes it
preceeds te.q. Hpe).

Second priority have the suffixes q, k, n, o, q, s, and j. Of
these "n" has precedence over all others (e.q. Btnk). Third in
line Are the letters c, z, m, v, and x, with the convention that
"c", "z" and "m" are
always placed immediately after the
concretionary or cementinq material (e.q. Btsc). If a horizon is
buried, the suffix "b" is written last.
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The -followinq letter suf-fi ;es mav be used 3n merqinq, but not in
intermmqlina transitional horizons: c, q, I-, and ;;.
10D5 Vertical subdivision of honrons by -fiqure suffi;;es
Horizons desiqnai-ed bv a sinq]e combination o-f letter suf-fi^es
can be vertically siibdivided by numberinq each subdivision
consecutively, startmq at the top o-f the horizon (e.q. Btl - Bt2
- Bt3 - Bt4) . The su-f-fi,; number always -follows all of the letter
su-f-flues. The number sequence applies to one su-ffi;; or set o-f
suf-fixes only so that the sequence is resumed in case the suf-fi;'
(set) chanqes <e.q. Btl - Bt2 - Btql - Bbq2). A sequence,
however, is not interrupted by a discontinuity (e.q. Btl - Bt2 -^
2Bt3).
Number subdivisions can also apply to transitionaJ
horizons that aris merqinq but not interminql i nq. In this case it
IS understood that the su-f-fix applies to the entire horizon and
not only to the last capital letter. Numbers are not used as
suf f Dies to indicate subdivision of a horizon for samplmq
purposes.
10D6 Discontinuities
In mineral soils Arabic numbers are used as pref]!;es to indicate
discontinuities. Wherever needed, they are used preceedinq A, E,
B, C, and R.
A discontinuity is a siqnificant chanqe
in
particle-size
distribution or mineraloqy that indicates a difference m the
material from which the horizons formed or, e^icept for some
buried soils, a siqnificant difference in aqe. Stratification
common to soils formed in alluvial deposits is not desiqnated as
discontinuities even if the particle-size distribution differs
marf-edly from layer to layer, unless qenetic horizons have formed
in the contrastinq layers. In profiles havinq two or more
contrastinq materials, the uppermost material is reqarded as 1,
but the number is omitted. Numberinq starts with the second
contrastinq material, which is desiqnated "2". Even thouqh a
layer below material "2" is similar to "1", it is desiqnated "3"
in the sequence. The numbers indicate the material, not the type
of material.
Buried horizons (desiqnated "b") are special problems. A buried
horizon is obviously not m the same deposit as the horizons in
the overlymq deposit. Some buried horizons, however, formed in
material 1itholoqically similar to that of the overlyinq deposit.
A prefix IS not used to distinquish material of such buried
horizons. If the material in which a horizon of a buried soil
formed, is 1itholoqicalIv different from that of the overlyinq
material, the discontinuity is desiqnated by number prefixes and
the suffix for buried horizon is used as well, e.q. Ap - Btl Bt2 - BC - C - 2Btbl - 2Btb2 - 2BC. The number prefix is not used
m orqanic soils
Eiiample of horizon desiqnations
Mol lie and umbric epipedons

Ad or Apd
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Ochric epipedon
Histic epipedon

A or Ap
Ha, He, Hf,
Hpe or Hp-f
Bw
Bt
Btn
Ei
Bwo
Bw
Bwv
Btsz
Btsc
Btsm
Bwk
Bwq
Bh
Ck

Cambic hoprizon
Argillie horizon
Natric horizon
Albic horizon
OKic horizon (red)
0>iic horizon <Yellow)
Cambic horizon in Vertisol
F'linthite in arqillic horizon
Ironstone gravel in argil lie horizon
Ironstone in arqillic horizon
Calcic horiozn in cambic horizon
Many distinct mottles in cambic horizon
Spodic horizon
Petrocalcic horizon in C horizon

Comparison between present proposal. FAQ and Soi1
regarding the meaning of letter suffixes.
Meaning
Sapric materials
Buried genetic horizon
Concretionary material
Dark coloured A
Hemic materials
Fibric materials
Strong gleying
Illuvial organic matter
Albic material
Plinthitic properties
CaC03 accumulation
Induration/cementation
Sodium accumulation
Residual accumulation R203
Ploughing
Accumulation of silica
Rotten rock/saprolite
Non-residual accumulation R203
Illuvial silicate clay
Vertic properties
Properties of weathering
Fraqipan
Presence of gypsum crystals
Sul fidie material

Present
proposal
a
b
c
d
e
f
q
h
i
z
k
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t
v
w
x
y
j

Survey

FAO

SSS

a
b
c

a
b
c
e
i

h(pp)
e
i
a+r

h(pp)
—
k
m
n

s (pp)
P
q
—

s(pp)
t

Hpa,

Staff

g

h
V

k
m
n
o
P
q
r
s
t

w

w

X

X

y

y

FAO and SS suffixes not used or used differently
Frozen soil
Fibric materials
Mottling
Strong reduction

f
q<pp)
g <pp)

i
g
r

i

q (pp)
q (pp)

\
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Unspeci-f i ed
Accumulation of (very) soluble salts

u

PROFILE DESCRIPTION
10E

Horizon Features Present

Record the horizons in which one or more o-f the features listed
below are
observed. If you do not record the presence of those
features in a profile, it will be assumed that they are absent. A
full description of each feature csn be aiven in the appropriate
section.
Carbonates and Salts
Coarse fragments

Mottles
Ped-surface features
Matrix features
10F

Moisture Condition of Profile

Indicate the
descripti on.

field

Dry
Moist
106

moisture

status of horizons at the time of

Wet
Texture

Textural classes are estimated in terms of size distribution and
aqqreqation of primary particles.
10G1 Class
The following field textures have been defined:
Sand
Clay loam
Loamy sand
Silty clay loam
Sandy loam
Sandy clay
Loam
Silty clay
Silt loam
Clay
Silt
Peat
Sandy clay loam
10G2

Sand Modifier

Very fine
Fine
Med i urn

Coarse
Unspeci fied

10G3 Texture Modifier
This modifier is used only if the particle size distribution
(textural class) is noticeable bimodal or unusually enriched with
extraneous material.
Material
mucky
6-177.
organic carbon
gravelly
35/i gravels
very gravelly
35% gravels
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s;^ndv
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cl3ve\
u n s p e c i f 1ed

- 'ZiiêV. o r q a r u c

C in

Hor i r on

pSctt

peat
peat
peat

DEFINITIONS
Primarv particles
Very coarse sand
Coarse sand
Medium sand
Fine sand
Verv fine sand
silt
clay
F' 1 n e c 1 a V

2.0
1.0
0.5
0. 25
0.10
0.05

--

1.0 mm
0.5 mm
0.25 mm
0.10 mm
0.05 mm
0.002 mm
0.002 mm
0,0002 mm

Teïïtural classes
Sand - sand is loose and sinqle qrained.
The i ndi vi di-U-d qrains
can readJlv be seen or felt. Squeezed in the hand when dry it
will
fall apart when thc-i pressure is released. Squee;::ed when
moist, it will form a cast, but will crumble when touched.
Sand
IS a soil material that contains 857. or more sand; the
perrentaqe of si Jt, plus 3.5 times the percentaqe of clav is
15 or less.
Coarsi-? 5i.-u"id 1 ess than
Sand

percent or more very coéirse and coarse sand
pei-cent anv other qrade of sand.

and

~ I'5 percent or more very coarse, coarse, and medium sand
'but less than 25 percent yery coarse and coarse sand) and
less than 50 percent either fine or very fine sand.

Fine sand - 50 percent or- more fine sand or less than 25 percent
very coarse, coar^B,
and mediiim sand and less than 50 percent
very fine sand.
Very fine sand

- 50 percent or more very fine sand.

Loamv sand
-- at the upper limit 85 to 90 percent sand and the
percentaqe of silt plus L.5 times the percentage of clay is
15 or more; at the lower limit 70 to 85 percent sand and
the
percentaqe of silt plus twice the percentaqe of clay is 30 or
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1 e<3s.,
Loamy' CDart>e &and -- 2 5 pcjrcerit or m o r e
verv
coarse
sand and ] GB<3 than 5 0 p e r c e n t any other q r a d e of

ctnd
coarse
sand-

Loarnv ï^and - 25 percent or m o r e very c o a r s e ,
coarse
and
medaum
sand (but less than 2 5 percent yery coer'se
and
coarse
sand)
and Jess than 5 0 percent either fine sand or very -fine sand.
L o a m v f i n e sand - 5 0 p e r c e n t or ntor e f i n e sand; or less
t h'^n
50
percent
^'erv f j n e sand and less than 25 percent verv cciar«e,
c o a r s e -ind m e d i m n sand.
Loam-

ver / firie sand -- 5 0 p e r c e n t or m o r e verv f i n e

sand.

Sandv loam - a sandv 1 oaiTi is a
soil
containinq
much
sand
but
vjliich h a s encjuqh <iilt and clay to mal-e it somewhat
cotierent.
The
individijal
sand
qrains
can
r e a d a l v be seen and f e l t .
Squec^.:ed when d r y , it will form a
cast
which
will
readilv
fall a p a r t , but if squee;:ed when m o i s t a cast can
be
formed
that will bear careful h a n d l i n q w i t h o u t breal-jnq.
20
pe^^rcent
pef-centaqe
'.'•0; ur less
and between

or less cl a\ and 5 2
percent or m o r e sand and the
of silt ptlus tw3 ce the p e r c e n t a q e of clay e x c e e d s
than 7 p e r c e n t c l a y , l e s s than
50
percent
silt
4 3 and 5 2 percent sand.

Fine? sandv
loam ~ 30 p e r c e n t or m o r e f i n e sand and less than 3 0
percent verv f i n e sand; or between 15
and
30
percent
very
coar-t-,e, c o a r s e and m e d i u m sand; or m o r e than 4 0 p e r c e n t f i n e
and verv f i n e s a n d , at least half of which is f i n e sarid,
and
less than 15 p e r c e n t verv c o a r s e , c o a r s e and m e d i u m sand.
Verv

fine sandv loam - 3 0 p e r c e n t or m o r e verv f i n e sand; or m o r e
than
40
percent
fine
and very f i n e s a n d , at least half of
which is very f i n e
sand,
and
less
than
15
percent
very
coar<?e, c o a r s e and medium sand.

Loam

- a loam is a soil
havinq
a
relfetively
even
mixture
of
different
qrades
of sand a n d of 3ilt and clay. It i <:> mP'i low
with a somewhat qritty f e e l , vet: fairlv smooth
and
si iqhtly
p l a s t i c . Squeezed when d r y , it will form
a
cast
that
will
bear
carefull h a n d l i n q , w h i l e the cast formed
bv
squeez:inq
t h e moist soil can be handled q u i t e freely without breal-inq.
7 to 2 7 p e r c e n t c l a y , 2 8 to 5 0 percent
percent sand.

Silt

s i l t , and

less

than
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loam - a silt loam is a soil havinq a m o d e r a t e amount of the
f i n e q r a d e s of sand and o n l y a small
amount
of
clay,
over
half of t h e p a r t i c l e s beinq of the s i z e called
"silt".
When
dry it may appear c l o d d y but t h e l u m p s can be r e a d i l y b r o l e n ,
and
when
pulverized
it f e e l s soft and f l o u r y . When wet the
soil r e a d i l y r u n s t o q e t h e r and p u d d l e s . E i t h e r dry
or
moist
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it will form casts that can be freely handled without
breakinq, but when moistened and squeezed between thumb and
finqer it will not "ribbon" but will qive
a
broken
appearance.
~

50 percent or more silt and 12 to 27 percent clay; or
80 percent silt and less than 12 percent clay.

50

to

Silt - 80 percent or more silt and less than 12 percent clay.
Sandy clay loam - 20 to 35 percent clay,
silt and 45 percent or more sand.

less

than

28

percent

Clay loam - a clay loam is a fine textured soil which usually
breaks into clods or lumps that Bre hard when dry. When the
moist soil is pinched between the thumb and finqer it will
form a thin "ribbon" which will break readily, barely
sustaininq its own weiqht. The moist soil is plastic and will
form a cast that will bear much handlinq. When kneaded in the
hand it does not crumble readily but tends to work into a
heavy compact mass.
-

27 to 40 percent clay and 20 to 45 percent sand.

Silty clay loam - 27 to 40 percent clay and less than 20 percent
sand.
Sandy clay - 35 percent or more clay and 45 percent or more sand.
Silty clay - 40 percent or more clay and 40 percent or more silt.
Clay ~ a clay is a fine textured soil that usually forms yery
hard lumps or clods when dry and is quite plastic and usually
sticky when wet. When the moist soil is pinched out between
the thumb and finqers it will form a lonq, flexible "ribbon".
-

40 percent or more clay, less than 45 percent sand
than 40 percent silt.

and

less

As these verbal definitions are somewhat complicated, the texture
trianqle can be used to resolve problems related
to
word
definitions.
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Pig 6: Textural t r i a n g l e
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Iri addition
to thest? basic soil te"tur:il c]a<^ses, modifiers Bire
added. rhr> wora "ml.lc^v" 1:3 used -js
an adjectivp modi-fvinq
the
11>; Lui al cii'<z<:, namo for horizons r\i riiiner'til soils, that
contain
10 to 3W pDi 1. ent organic matter <é/ - 17"/„ organic carbon).
F''aci f r.i'i'Tient 3 in the-.' soil also are i.ised to modify
the textural
class na'ne
(gravels and sLonos) „ The? volume of rock fragment is
er,LiOiatt.'d 111 the field. The foJ lowing classes are used:
Less thriTi 15 pprcent by volume - no special
term
is used; or
riori--gi"a ve] 1 y or non-stony sre used in writing
for
contrast
i-atli soils having
more than
15 percent pebbles, cobbles,
st.lines Of boulders.
3 5 to J.Z' percent by volume - the ad]ectivo term ot the dominant
Im d
of rocJ fragment is used as a modifier of the te;;tural
term "orav'elly loam", "stony loam".
More th<^n 35 percent by volume — the adiective term of
the
dominant
I-ind of rock fragment 3S used with the v>JCjrd "very"
as a modifier
of the te;;tural term "verv gravelly loam",
"\yerv stori ' loam".
Peat

50 portent or more organic carbon content.

Sandy peat - 17 to 50 percent organic
t^lan 50 percent sand.
Siltv peat -- 17 to 50 percent
percent or more silt.

organic

carbon
carbon

content
content

and
and

more
50

Clavey
peat - 1" to 50 percent organic carbon content and 50
percc?nt or more clay.
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Mottles

ItiG' pf c-sence of colour mottling in a soil profile may be of great
significance
in relation
to genesis or drainage and should be
carefully described.
It IS recommended that colour mottles be described on a freshly
picl-ed soil
surface and that both ped-surfaces and interiors be
described.
M o t t i m q in soils is described by recording the pattern of
the
mottling
and the colour(s) of the principal mottles. Pattern and
size of mottles 3.re described using abundance, size, contrast and
location. Colour
is estimated according to the standard Munsel1
colour notation.
Note per hori:jon the appropriate Hue, Symbol, Value and Chroma of
the mottles. Up to two mottle colours can be recorded.
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10H1

Abundance
Proportion o-f exposed surface _<%)^
<2
2-20
> 20

Few
Cofltflion

Many
10H2

Size
Dimension (mm)
<5
5-15
> 15

Fine
Medium
Coarse
10H3

Contrast
Differences from the matrix in
Hue
Value
Chroma
0
<2
<1 or
1
0
0
0
3
2-4 or
<2
<1
1
>2
0
0 or
0
3
4 or
1
2
1

Faint
Distinct
Prominent

10H4

Sharpness of mottle boundaries
Transition <mm)
Sharp
0
Clear
<2
Diffuse
>2
10H:

Location of mottles

Unspecified
Interior of peds
10H6
Hue

Exterior of peds
Rusty root channels <RRC)

Colour per horizon
+

Symbol

Value

Chroma

Definitions
Abundance of mottles
Few - mottles occupy less than about 27. of the exposed surface.
Common - mottles occupy about 2 - 20/i of the exposed surface.
Many - mottles occupy more than 20X of the exposed surface.
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Size of mottles
Fine - mottles ranqe less then 5 mm along the greatest dimension.
Medium - mottles range between 5 and 15 mm along the greatest
dimension.
Coarse - mottles are
greater than 15 mm along the greatest
dimension.
Contrast between mottles
Faint - indistinct mottles are evident and recognisable only with
close examination. Soil colours in both the matrix and
mottles have closely related hues and chromas.
Distinct - although not striking, the mottles are readily seen.
The
hue,
value and chroma of the matrix are
easily
distinguished from those of the mottles. They may vary as
much as one or two hues or several units in chroma and value.
The pattern may be one of mixtures of two or more mottles.
Prominent - the conspicuous mottles are obvious and mottling is
one of the outstanding features of the horizon. Hue, chroma,
and value may be one of a continuous matrix with contrasting
mottles or one of mixtures of two or more colours.
Sharpness of mottle boundaries
Sharp - knife-edge boundaries between colours.
Clear - colour transition less than 2 mm wide.
Diffuse - colour transition extends over more than 2 mm.
101

Soil Structure

Soil structure refers to the natural organization of «oil
particles into units. These units are separated by surfaces of
weakness. The surface persist through more than one cycle of
wetting and drying in place. An individual natural unit is called
a ped. Most peds described in soils are large enough to be seen
without magnification.
Peds are distinguished from (1) clodS;, which are
caused by
disturbances, such as plowing, that mold the soil into transient
bodies, (2) soil fragments, which form when the soil cracks or is
broken and which are bounded by ephemeral planes that do not
reappear
in
the
same
place
on
drying,
and
(3) concretions or nodules, which are
local concentrations of
substances binding grains of soil together into concrete units
within the soil.
The persistent surfaces of peds can often be distinguished from
the fracture surfaces of soil fragments by smoothness, coatings,
relationship of mineral grains to the surface, and the absence of
shapes and grooving characteristic of siickensides.
In many soil horizons one or more sets of small peds are held
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together to -form discrete bodies recognizable as larger peds.
Both orders o-f peds are d escribed (primary structure - secondary
structure). In all cases, the larger peds are referred to as
primary structure and the smal Ier ones as secondary structure. If
a soil has only one struct ural form, this is re-ferred to as
primary structure.
The
sequence
to
be •followed in combining the terms to
characterise the structure is typ e (shape), size, and then grade
- see table 1 .
Primary structure
1011 Type (shape)
Platy
Prismatic
Columnar
Angular blocky
Subangular blocky

Granular
Crumb
Massive
Porous massive
Single grain

1012 Size (not -for Struct ureless)
Extremely -fine
Med i um
Very -fine
Coarse
Fine
Very coarse
1013 Grade
Structureless
Weak

X

Moderate
Strong

Secondary structure
1014 Type (shape)
Platy
Prismatic
Columnar
Angular blocky

Subangular blocky
Granular
Crumb

1015 Size
Extremely -fine
Very -fine
Med1um

Coarse
Very coarse

1

1016
None
Weak

\

De-f ini tions

Grade
Moderate
Strong

Type (shape).
generally
Platy - the peds are •flat and p latelike. They are
oriented horizont ally and Are usually overlapping. A special
•form, lenticular platy struct ure, is recognized for plates
that are thickest in the middl e and thin towards the edges.
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Columnar - the peds are similar to prisms and are bounded by -flat
or sliqhtlv rounded vertical -faces. However, the tops of the
columns, in contrast to those of prisms, are
very distinct
and normally rounded.
Blocky - the peds are
blocklike or polyhedral. The pede are
bounded by flat or sliqhtly rounded surfaces that are
casts
of the faces of the surroundinci peds. Blocky peds are nearly
equidimensional but grade to prisms, which are
longer
vertically, and to plates, which are longer horizontally. The
structure
is described as angular blocky if the faces
intersect at relatively sharp angles and as subangular blocky
if the faces are a mixture of rounded and plane faces and the
angles are mostly rounded.
Granular - the peds are approximately spherical ,or polyhedral and
are
bounded by curved or very irregular faces that are not
casts of adjoining peds.
Crumb - a soft, porous, more or less rounded ped from 1 to
in diameter.
Table 1 I Typas
Manual. 1981).

and

classes

of

soil

structure

(Soil

5

mm

Survey

Tabic 1—Type» and claiae$ of w ü «ttuctut»

Class

Platelike with
one dimension
(the vertical)
limited and
greatly less
than the other
two; arranged
around a horifaces mostly
horizontal

Platy

Type (rttape tad MTtntement «f p«cte)
Blocklike; polyhedronlike, of spheroWal, trlA
Prismlike with two dimensions
three dimensions of the same order of magnitude,
(the horizontal) limited and
arranged around a point
considerably less than the
vertical; arranged around a
Blocklike; blocks or polyhedrons
Spheroids of polyhedrons
vertical line; vertical faces
having plane or curved surfaces
having plane or curved surwell defined; vertices angular
that are casts of the molds formed
faces which have slight or
by the faces of the surrounding peds
no accommodation to the
faces of surrounding peds
Faces flattened;
Mixed rounded
With
Relatively
Without
Porous
most vertices
and flattened
rounded
nonporouij
rounded
pedn
sharply angular
faces with
caps
peds
caps.
many rounded
vertices
Prismatic

Columnar

(Angular)
Blockyt
Very fine
angular
blocky;
< 5 mm

Subangular
blockyt

Granular

Very fine
subangular
blocky;
< 5 mm

Very fine
granular;
< 1 mm

Crumb

Very fine
or very
thin

Very thin
platy;
< 1 mm

Very fine
prismatic;
< 10 mm

Very fine
columnar;
< 10 mm

Fine or
thin

Thin platy;
1 - 2 mm

Fine
prismatic;
10 - 20 mm

Fine
columnar;
10 - 20 mm

Fine angular
blocky;
5 - 1 0 mm

Fine subangular
blocky;
5 - 1 0 mm

Fine
granular;
1 - 2 mm

Fine
crumb;
1 - 2 mm

Medium

Medium platy;
2 - 5 mm

Medium
prismatic;
20 - 50 mm

Medium
columnar;
20 - 50 mm

Medium angular
blocky;
10 - 20 mm

Medium subangular
blocky;
10 - 20 mm

Medium
granularj
2 - 5 mm

Medium
crumb;
2 - 5 mm

Coarse
or thick

Thick platy;
5 - 1 0 mm

Coarse
prismatic;
50 -.100 mm

Coarse columnar;
50 - 100 mm

Coarse angular
blocky;
20 - ."iO mm

Coarse subangular
blocky;

Coarse
granular;
5 - 1 0 mm

V«Tr
eosrM
oTTWy
tMek

Vcrythlok
platy;
> 10 mm

VeryeoarM
prlsmaUo;
> 100 mm

Very eoaM«
eotaaHMT;
> lOVlMB

Vwyeaan*
MCmar Mooky:
>8aiiim

Very e o a n *
•dtaagMlar
btooky:
>iOmm

ae - 80 wn
VerjreouiM
gnMtaar)

Very flhe
crtunb;
< 1 mm
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Size
Five classes describe the size of the peds:
Extremely fine
see table 1
Very fine
Fine
Medium
Coarse
Very coarse
Grade of structure
Structureless - in structureless soils, no peds are observable in
places or after the soil has been qently disturbed, as by
tappinq a spade containing a slice of soil against a hard
surface, dropping a larger fragment on the ground, or tossing
a fragment up in the air and catching it. When structureless
soils are disturbed, soil fragments (massive) and single
mineral grains can be identified. The soil fragments may be
strongly coherent or they may be easily broken or crushed.
Weak - the peds are
barely observable in place. When gently
disturbed, the soil material parts into a mixture of entire
and broken peds and much material that exhibits no ped faces.
Pedfaces that indicate persistence through at least one
wetting and drying cycle are evident if the soil is handled
carefully.
Distinguishing
structurelessness
from
weak
structure is sometimes difficult. In virtually all material
that has structure, the surface of the individual peds will
differ in some way from the interiors of the peds.
Moderate - the peds are well formed and evident in undisturbed
soil. When disturbed the soil material parts into a mixture
of many entire peds, some broken peds, and little material
that is not in peds. The peds part from adjoining peds to
reveal nearly entire faces that haVe properties distinct from
those of fracture surfaces.
Strong - the peds are distinct in undisturbed soil. They separate
cleanly when the soil is disturbed. When removed, the soil
material separates mainly into entire peds. Generally, faces
of peds have distinctive properties that distinguish them
from fracture surfaces.
10J

Consistence

Soil consistence is the property of soil materials that relates
to the degree and kind of cohesion and adhesion or to the
resistance to deformation and rupture (soil strength). Every soil
material has consistence irrespective of whether the mass is
large or small, in a natural condition or greatly disturbed.
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aqqreqated or structureless, or moist or dry. Although structure
and consistence are
interrelated, structure deals with shape,
size, and definition of natural aqqreqates that result from
variation in the forces of attraction within a soil mass, whereas
consistence deals with the strenqth and nature of the forces
themselves.
Soil consistence is described in terms of the resistence of soil
material to failure under stress, the behaviour of soil material
when it fails or deforms under stress, the capacity of soil
material to chanqe shape under stress and to regain the oriqinal
shape after removal of stress, and the capacity of the soil
material to adhere to foreign objects.
Terminology
for
consistence
includes
separate terms for
description at three standard moisture contents, dry, moist and
wet; plasticity is described always in the wet state, cementation
usually in the wet state. Usually it is desirable to describe
consistence at several standard moisture conditions.
Soil consistence for moist and dry moisture states is estimated
under
field
conditiqps
by
estimating the soil strenqth
(resistance to crushinq offered by an unconfined volume of soil
in the field state). As soil strength often depends on the size
of the test specimen, its shape, the way in which force is
applied and other factors, an empirical system of testing must be
used if results are to be comparable. If the soil is sufficiently
coherent, a cube of 25 mm on each side is removed. In some places
the material is so loose that it will not hold together in a
cube. Where peds are less than 25 mm across, a ped of common size
is used. Such a specimen can be used to test moist and dry
consistence, and cementation; wet consistence and plasticity
require other procedures.The test specimen is shaped to give
roughly parallel upper and lower bearing surfaces, and stress is
applied slowly for no longer than five seconds, using the thumb
and forefinger, parallel to the vertical axis. The amount of
force reguired to produce failure is the criterion for moist and
dry consistence classes. Ped strenqth, the force required to
produce
failure
of natural soil structure units, is not
accomodated separately and can be reported as soil consistence.
Consistence when wet is determined at moisture levels at or
sliqhtly above field capacity,
and
is
referred
to
as
stickiness. Stickiness is the quality or deqree of adhesion to
other objects or materials. It changes as soil structure is
destroyed and as the soil moisture state changes. Stickiness in
the field is determined on the fine earth fraction, and at the
soil moisture state at which it is expressed most strgngly. The
sample is crushed in the hand, water is added when necessary to
brinq it to the wet state and the sample is thoroughly puddled.
The puddled soil is pressed between the thumb and forefinqer, and
its adherence to the digits is noted. Water content is adjusted
by workinq the sample in the hand to remove water, or by addinq
water as necessary to achieve the maximum stickiness. Plasticity
is
the property of chanqinq shape continuously under the
influence of an applied stress, and of retaininq the new shape
after removal of the stress. As for stickiness, the maximum
expression of the property is reported. The sample is crushed in
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the hand and water is added if necessary to brinq the sample to
the wet state. The material is thorouqhly puddled and moisture
content is adjusted by rolling in the hand to reduce moisture or
by adding more water.
Moisture content at maKimum plasticity is aboye the point where a
roll of material 4 mm in diameters crumbles, but below the water
content at which stickiness, if it is exhibited, exceeds slightly
sticky. The material is rolled between the palms of the hands, or
on a flat surface, and the minimum thickness of a roll 4 cm long
that can support its own mass when dangled from the thumb and
forefinger is used as the criterion of maximum plasticity
classes. See for definitions table 2.
10J1 Dry Consistence
Unspecified
Loose
Soft
Slightly hard 1

Slightly hard 2
Hard
Very hard
Extremely hard

10J2 Moist Consistence
Unspecified
Loose
Very friable
Friable

Firm
Very firm
Extremely firm
Extremely hard

10J3 Wet Consistence
Unspecified
Non sticky
Slightly sticky

Sticky
Very sticky

10J4 Plasticity
Unspecified
Non plastic
Slightly plastic

Plastic
Very plastic

Definitions
Wet Consistence (Stickiness)
Non sticky - after release of pressure,
material adheres to thumb or forefinger.

practically no soil

Slightly sticky - after release of pressure, soil material
adheres perceptibly to both thumb and forefinger, but as the
fingers are separated, the material tends to come off one or
the other rather cleanly. The material does not stretch
appreciably when the thumb and forefinger are separated.
Sticky - After release of pressure, soil material adheres to both
thumb and forefinger and tends to stretch slightly rather
than pull completely free from either finger.
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Table 2: Strength classes of soil

Units

Field method and condition
of failure of specimen

No specimen can oe oDtaineo

Loose

---.

Specimen crushes or breaks when
very slight force applied by
thumb and forefinger.

Consistence
Field
Air-dry capacity

<8 N 1/

Soft

Cemented
material

Loose
Very
friable

Specimen crushes or breaks when
slight force applied by thumb
and forefinger.

8-20 N

Slightly
hard

Friable

Specimen crushes or breaks when
moderate force applied by
thumb and forefinger.

20-40 N

Slightly
hard

Firm

Weakly
cemented 2/

Specimen crushes or breaks when
strong force applied by thumb
and forefinger.

40-80 N

Hard

Very firm

Weakly
cemented 2/

Specimen cannot be crushed or
broken by thumb and forefinger
but can be by squeezing slowly
between hands.

80-160 N

Very
hard

Extremely
firm

Weakly
cemented 2

Extremely
hard

Extremely
hard

Weakly
cemented 2

160-800 N
Specimen cannot be crushed or
broken in hands but can be
broken or crushed underfoot
by person weighing 80 kg applying
weight slowly. ^^ Specimen cannot be crushed
underfoot but can be crushed
or broken by blow of 3 J. 3/

Specimen cannot be broken or
crushed by blow of 3 J. 3/

800 N =
lower limit
3 J =
upper limit
>3 J

Strongly
cemented

Indurated

1 / One newton (N) • 1 kg-m/a'
2 / If applicable.
"^ A weight of 1kg dropped a distance of 10 cm s 1 j o u l e . A g e o l o g i s t ' s
haauner weighing I.36 kg dropped a distance of 0.22 • exerts an impact energy of
3 J.
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Very sticky - after release of pressure, soil material adheres so
stronqly to both thumb and forefinger that it stretches
decidedly when the fingers &rB separated, and soil material
remains on both fingers.
Plasticity
Nonplastic - no thread can be formed, (a roll 4 cm long and 4
thick cannot be formed).
Slightly plastic - a roll 4 cm long and 4 mm thick can be
but cannot support its own mass.
Very

10K

mm

formed

plastic - a roll 4 cm long and 2 mm thick can be formed and
can support its own mass.

Cementation

Cementation refers to a brittle, hard consistance caused by
cementing substances other than clay minerals. It is reported by
noting the probable agent of cementation, and the degree and
continuity of cementation.
Cementation is estimated usually in the wet soil moisture state.
An air-dry standard test specimen, similar to that described for
moist and dry consistance, is immersed in water for one hour. The
resistance to crushing is determined while the specimen is wet.
If the specimen slakes in water, it is considered to be
uncemented and the other categories of consistance are reported.
If the specimen does not slake, the appropriate categorie of
cementation is reported. See for definitions table 2.
10K1 Cementing agent
Unspecified
Iron

Lime
Silica

10K2 Degree of cementation
Weakly cemented 1
Weakly cemented 4
Weakly cemented 2
Strongly cemented
Weakly cemented 3
Indurated
10K3 Extent of cementation
Continuous over a distance of 1 m.
Discontinuous over a distance of 1 m.
10L

Ped-surface features

Ped-surface features include (1) coats of a variety of substances
unlike the adjacent soil material and covering part or all of the
surfaces, (2) material concentrated on surfaces by the removal of
other material and, <3) stress formations in which thin layers at
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the surface have undergone reorientation or packinq. All differ
from the adjacent material in composition, orientation
or
packinq.
^ed-surface features are described by recording kind, location,
amount, distinctness and colour of the features. Up to two types
of ped-surface features can be recorded.
Ped-surface features I
10L1 Kind
Clay skins
Clay-iron skins
Clay-humus skins
Clay bridges
Sandbridqes
Silt coats

Carbonate coats
Manganese coats
Gibbsite coats
Stress surfaces
SI ickensides

10L2 Location
On ped-surfaces
On horizontal pedfaces
On vertical pedfaces
Both horizontal & vertical pedfaces
On top of columns
On sand and gravel
Bridges between sand grains
In root channels and/or pores only
On nodules
10L3 Amount
The area occupied by a particular surface feature over the extent
of the horizon is described. Amount can be characterized by a
fraction or percentage or by the following classess
Amount
Very few
Few
Common
Many

Proportion of. the surface covered
< 57.
5 - 25-/.
25 - 50"/.
> 507.

The
same
classes
are
used
to describe the amount of
"oridges" connecting particles of structureless soil bodies. The
amount is Judged on the basis of the percentage of particles of
the size designated that are
joined to adjacent particles of
similar size by bridges at contact points.
10L4 Distinctness
Distinctness refers to the ease and degree of certainty with
which a surface feature can be identified. Distinctness is
related to thickness, colour contrast with the adjacent material,
and other properties but is not itself a measure of anyone of
them. Some thick coats for example, are faint, whereas some thin
ones are prominent.
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Faint
Distinct
Prominent
lOLS Thickness
Thin
Moderately thick
Thick
10Lé> Colour per horizon
If possible, note the colour o-f the ped-sur-face -features. Space
is allotted to describe Hue, Symbol, Value and Chroma per horizon
according to the Munsell notations.
Hue

Symbol

Value

Chroma

Ped-sur-face -features II
See Ped-sur-face -features I.
Definitions
Amount
Very

-few - occupies less than 5 percent o-f the total area of the
kind of surface described.

Few

- occupies 5 to 25 percent of the total area of the kind of
surface described.

Common - 0ccupies 25 to 50 percent
the kind of surface described.

of

Many - occupies more than 50 percent of the
kind of surface described.

the total
total

area

area

of

of

the

Distinctness
Faint - evident only on close examination with 10 >; magnification
and can not be identified positively in all places without
greater magnification. The contrast with
the
adjacent
material in colour, texture and other properties is small.
Distinct - can be detected without magnification, although
magnification
or
tests
may
be
needed for positive
identification. The feature contrasts enough
with
the
adjacent material that a difference in colour, texture, or
other properties is evident.
Prominent - conspicuous without magnification when compared with
a surface broken through soil. Colour, texture or some other
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property or combination o-f properties contrasts sharply with
properties o-f the adjacent material, or the feature is thick
enough to be conspicuous
Thickness
Thin

- -fine sand grains are
readily apparen-' in the cutanj
bridges between grains are weak; thickness microscopic.

Moderately thick - -fine sand grains &re enveloped
and their outlines are indistinct.

in

Thick - surface of cutan is smooth showing no outlines
sand grains; strong bridges between larger grains
10M

the
of

cutan
fine

Matrix Features

The matrix features are devided by their origin in pedogene and
biogene features.
The kind of features - crystals, nodules, concretions, castd and
excrements are units within the soil matrix that differ from the
surrounding material because of concentration of some constituent
or a change in fabric.
Crystals, nodules, concentrations, casts and excrements
are
described by noting their kind, abundance, size, location, shape
and colour.
Space is allocated for recording up to two kinds of units of as
well pedogene as biogene origin.
Matrix Features - Pedogene I
10M1 Kind
Bypsum
Calcite
eibbsite

Ironstone
Iron-Manganese
Clay

10M2 Type
Crystals
Nodules

Concretions
Sheet

i0M3 Abundance
The classes used for 'guantity of mottles are also used for the
matrix features.
Proportion of the surface covered (X)
Few
< 2
Common
2-20
Many
>2010M4 Size
The dimension to whic+i size-class limits apply depends on the
shape of the body described. If the body is nearly uniform size
is measured in the shortest dimension. For irregular bodies size
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refers to the longest dimension unless that creates an erroneous
impression. The -followinq size classes are being used:
smaller than 2 mm
2 to 5 mm
5 to 20 mm
larger than 20 mm

Fine
Med i um
Coarse
Very coarse

10M5 Location
Around channels
Local concentrations
Throughout matrix
10li6

Shape

Spherical

Platelike
Tubular

Irregular
10M7
Hue

Colour per horizon
+

Symbol

Value

Chroma

Matrix Features - Pedogene II
See Matrix Features - pedogene I
Definitions
Shape
Spherical - approximately eguidimensional, few sharp corners and
at least approximately regular.
Irregular forms.

characterized by branches or convoluted or mycelial

Platelike - shaped crudely like a plate; one dimension is very
much smaller than the other two. The term "platelike" is used
to avoid confusion with platy structure.
Tubular - at least crudely tubular or cylinderical; one dimension
is much greater than the other two.
Matrix Features - Biogene I
10M8 Pedotubules
Unspecified
Worm holes
Termite holes
10M9 Type
Unfilled

Insect holes (excl
Bird holes

termite)

Filled by excreta/rest material
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Lined
Partially filled
10M10

Krotovinas

Abundance
Proportion of surface covered

(%)

< 2
2 - 2 0
> 20

Few
Common
Many
10M11 Size
Fine
Med i urn
Coarse
Very coarse

smaller than 2 mm
2 to 5 mm
5 to 20 mm
larger than 20 mm

10M12 Location
Local concentrations
Throuqhout matrix
10M13 Shape
Spherical
Irregular

Tubular
El 1ipsoidal

Matrix Features - Bioqene II
See Matrix Features - bioqene I
10IM

Root Description

Roots are described by noting the depth of root penetration as
well as the abundance, size and orientation of roots. As a
variety of roots of varying size- arB commonly present in a
horizon, space is provided for recording the three most usual
and visible types.
10N1 Root Penetration Depth
The depth of maximum root penetration is recorded in cm.
(right justified).
Root Description I
10N2
10N3

Abundance
Size
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Abundance of roots by number and size
i

iCI ass
i

Very -fine
<0.5 mm

Medium
2-5 mm

Fine
0.5-2 mm

Coarse
>5 mm

1

J Very -few
IFew
! Conimon
!Many

N/A
<25
25-200
>200

N/A
<10
10-50
>50

—«-«.--.«« — — — __--«.

10N4 Dominant Orientation
Vertical
Horizontal

N/A
<1
1-5
>5
_„

N/A
<:i
1-5
>5
„.^

Obiique
Random

Root Description II - see Root Description I
Root Description III - see Root Description I
Note: Orientation and distribution classes are de-fined under Pore
Description.
10P

Horizon Porosity and Pore Description

Porosity is the proportion of the soil volume unoccupied by soil
particles, and the shapes, sizes and arrangements of the pores.
10P1 Total Porosity
Total Porosity classes for mineral soils and the associated
aproximate bulk densities (g/cm3) are defined as follows:
Slightly porous - less than 40 percent pore space by volume; bulk
density > 1.6.
Moderately porous - 40 to é>0 percent pore space by volume; bulk
density approximately 1.1 to 1.6.
Highly porous - more than 60 percent pore space by volume; bulk
density < 1.1.
For organic soils, total porosity ranges from approximately 80
percent for humic horizons to more than 90 percent for fibric
horizons.
Pore Description I
Soil
pores
are
described by noting the abundance, size,
orientation, distribution, continuity, morphology, and type of
pores. As usually a variety of pores of varying character may be
present in a horizon, space is provided for recording three of
the most usual and visible cases (types).
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10F'2 Abundance of pores
10P3 Size of pores
Abundance of pores by number and size
Class

Very fine
< 0.5 mm

Very few
Few
Common
Many

Average number per square diameter
N/A
N/A
N/A
I
<25
<10
<1
1
25-200
10-50
10
i
>200
>50
>5
!

Medium i
2-5 mm i

Fine
0.a—^ mm

j

10P4 Dominant Orientation
Unspecified
Vertical
Horizontal

Obiique
Random

10P5 Distribution
Unspecified
Inped

Exped

10P6 Continuity
Unspecified
Continuous

Discontinuous

10P7 Morphology
Unspecified
Simple
Dendritic

Open
Closed

10P8 Pore Type
Unspecified
Vesicular

Tubular
Interstitial

Coarse
>5 mm
N/A
<1
1-5
>5
—

Pore Description II - see Pore Description I
Pore Description III - see Pore Description I
Definitions.
Pore orientation classes
Vertical - most of the pores are
oriented
nearly vertically than diagonally.

vertically,

or

more

Horizontal - most of the pores are oriented horizontally, or more
nearly horizontally than diagonally.
Obligue

-

most

of

the

pores

are

oriented at the angle of 45
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deqrees to the vertical,
horizontally or vertically.

or

more

Random - pores are
oriented in all
impossible to say that vertical,
orientation predominates.

nearly diaqonally than
directions
horizontal

and it is
or oblique

Distribution within horizons
Inped - most o-f the pores are within the ped.
E>iped - most of the pores are between ped inter-faces.
Continuity classes
Continuous - individual pores extend through the horizon.
Discontinuous - individual pores extend only part-way throuqh the
horizon.
Pore Morphology classes
Simple - tubular pores not branched.
Dendritic - tubular pores branched; pores are open at least at
the upper end or at one horizontal end.
Open - pores are open, at least at the upper end, or at
of horizontal pores.

one

end

Closed - both ends of the pores are sealed from access to air and
water by mineral or organic-mineral particles (some very fine
and micro pores are
sealed at both ends by clay flow
surfaces).
Types of pores
Vesicular - approximately spherical or ellipsoidal in shape; not
appreciable elongated in any direction.
Tubular - more or
less cylindrical in
circular in cross-section but greatly
third axis.

shape, i.e. roughly
elongated along the

Interstitial - irregular in shape, with faces that are curved
inward; bounded by curved oi^ angular surfaces or adjacent
mineral grains, or peds, or both.
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10R

Field pH

Field determined pH is tecorded by notinq the method
of
determination and the reaction class. The reaction class rather
than the determined pH is reported on the assumption that -field
determined pH is at best a close approximation.
10R1 Methods
Helliqe - Truog
Lamotte - Morgan
10R:

Reaction classes

Extremely acid
Very stronqly acid
Stronqly acid
Moderately acid
Slightly acid
Neutral
Mildly alkaline
Moderately alkaline
Strongly alkaline
Very strongly alkaline
10S

pH meter (1 : H20)
pH meter (1 : CaC12>
pH meter (1 : KCl)
pH water val ue
less than 4. 5
4. 5 - 5- 0
5. 1 - 5.5
5. 6 - 6.0
6. 1 - 6. 5
6. é - 7. 3
7, 4 - 7. 8
7. 9 - 8. 4
8. 5 - 9.0

more than 9.0

EffervercencB

E-f-ferverscence is the bubbling, hissing or -foaminq noticed when a
chemical reaqent is added to a sample of soil. It is caused
mainly by carbonates and manganese oxides, or sometimes by
orqanic matter. It is recorded by notinq the type and strength of
reagent used and the degree of efferescence.
Special ca^re must be exercised on soils where dolomite is
present. The reaction usually is slower, less visible and less
audible.
10S1 Reaqent
HCl unspecified strength
HCl 107.

H202 unspecified strength
H202 3 - 4 7 .

10S2 Degree of effervescence of CaC03
Very weak
- few bubbles seen
Weak
- bubbles readily seen
Moderate
- bubbles form low foam
Strong
- thick foam forms quickly
10T Calcareousness
Calvareous classes Are estimated in the field on the amount of
carbonates
present
expressed
as
CaC03
equivalent.
An
approximation
of
the
class
can be made by notinq the
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e^-fervercence obtained with 10% HCl. These approximations
be con-firmed by measurements in the laboratory.
i0Tl

Calcareousness

Weakly calcareous
Moderately calcareous
Stronqly calcareous
Very stronqly calcareous
Extremely calcareous
10U

should

CaC03 equivalent <'/.)_
< 5
5-15
15 - 25
25 - 40
> 40

Salinity

The presence of salts in the soil and parent material is an
important
characteristic -for eyaluations o-f bioloqical and
non-bioloqical use. Salts may occur as crystals or yeins, or as
SLir-f&ce crusts o-f salt crystals. Inhibited crop qrowth and the
presence o-f salt—tolerant plants are indications of salts in the
soi 1.
10U1 Salinity
The salinity is evaluated on the basis of four classes;
Electrical Conductivity (mS/ciii)
Very sliqhtly saline
0-4
Sliqhtly saline
4-8
Moderately saline
8-16
Stronqly saline
> 16
Definitions
Very sliqhtly saline - soils aire very sliqhtly affected
or alkali. Almost no effect on crops.

by

salt

Sliqhtly saline - soils are sliqhtly affected by salt or alkali.
The qrowth of sensitive crops is inhibited, but that of
salt-tolerant crops may not be. The salt content is 0.15 0.35% and the conductivety 4 - 8 mS/cm.
Moderately saline - soils are
moderately affected by salt or
alkali. The salt content is 0.35 - 0.65% and the conductivity
8 - 1 6 mS/cm.
Stronqly saline - soils are stronqly affected by salt or alkali.
The salt content is qreater than 0.65X and the conductivity
is qreater than 16 mS/cjn.
10V

Coarse fraqment description

Rock fraqments are
described
present on a horizon basis.
10V1

Size of rock fraqments

by record!nq the kind and amount
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Size 0.2 - 2 cm:
0.2 - 0.5 cm 0.5
z cm
Size

•fine qritty
coarse qritty

?5 cm:
irregular
fine qravelly
coarse qravelly

-- 7.5 cm
2
7. 5 -- 25 cm

rounded
pebbly
cobbly

Si ze > 25 cm:
25 - 60 cm
> 60 cm

stony
bouldery

flat
channery
flaqqy

10V2 Percentaqe by volume
The surveyor should encode the most appropriate class.
10W

Boundaries of horizons and layers.

A boundary is a surface or transitional layer between two
adjoining horizons or layers. It is roughly parallel to the soil
surface. Most boundaries SiX-s zones of transition rather than
sharp lines of division.
Boundaries vary in distinctness and in topography. Distinctness
refers to the ease of determining the zone within which the
boundary can be located at any level with equal confidence.
Topography refers to irregularities of the surface that divides
the horizons.
10W1

Distinctness

Abrupt
Clear
Gradual
Diffuse
10W2

Abruptness of vertical chanqes
less than 2 cm thick
2 to 5 cm thick
5 to 15 cm thick
more than 15 cm thick

Topoqraphy

Smooth - the boundary is a plane with few or no irreqularities.
Wavy - the boundary has undulations
wider than they a^re deep.

in

which

depressions

are
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